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Abstract

Bigger systems are being deployed by High Performance Computing (HPC) centers
in order to fulfill the needs of modern scientific and big data applications and to
match the increased amount of users in said systems. As modern scientific problems
become more complex, HPC applications tend to have longer runtimes and higher
resource requirements, which further drives the requirement for bigger systems.
This thesis explores three methods to reduce wasted computational resources on
modern HPC systems with thousands of components.

Unfortunately, not all HPC applications scale with the increased node counts or
utilize all types of resources available in big HPC systems. This deficiency can leave
partial resources underutilized through sub-optimal workloads of highly special-
ized scientific applications. Mixed workloads can help alleviate this drawback by
potentially stressing different resources. Co-allocation is a method that can help
increase resource utilization and job throughput by enabling mixed workloads to
share compute nodes.

Increasing the amount of components in HPC systems also contributes to a higher
risk of hardware failures, which in turn can crash user applications. HPC systems
must account for this susceptibility to crashes by implementing resilience measures
that reduce computation loss when user jobs fail. The current state-of-the-practice is
to perform checkpoints at set intervals, which causes significant overhead every time
computations are paused to save the state of applications. This cost of checkpointing
raises further when the checkpoint intervals are chosen sub-optimally. Consequently,
using optimal checkpoint intervals and predicting failures to only perform necessary
checkpoints are two methods that can reduce overhead and increase throughput in
HPC systems.

We therefore propose in this thesis three waste reduction methods related to sub-
optimal resource utilization in scientific workloads, overhead from sub-optimal
checkpoints and unnecessary checkpoints in failure prediction. The approaches
explored here increase job throughput in HPC systems using co-allocation, reduce
unnecessary checkpoints that are triggered after failure predictions and improve
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checkpoint intervals for common jobs with medium probability of failure. To accom-
plish these goals we first present a new node sharing strategy for batch systems and
show how it can increase scheduling throughput when compared to standard node
allocation methods. Secondly we propose a new optimal checkpoint interval for
jobs with short to medium runtimes that can reduce the expected overhead from
checkpointing. Finally we introduce a node failure prediction method tailored to big
HPC systems that reduces false positive rates.

This thesis offers new insights into the inefficiencies that follow from job failures and
resource under-utilization in big HPC systems, while also proposing three techniques
that help alleviate said deficiencies.
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Introduction
1

1.1 Motivation

Scientists use high performance computing (HPC) systems to solve complex nu-
merical problems that simulate characteristics of classical experiments. Similarly
the fields of big data [4, 5] and machine learning [6, 7] make use of HPC systems
to process large amounts of data using complex computations. These HPC com-
puters are expensive to deploy and operate, which makes the utilization of their
resources (e.g. use of cores for hours) also expensive [8]. For this reason HPC
centers strive to increase efficiency by optimizing resource utilization and reducing
waste of computational resources.

HPC applications also continuously improve to scale better in distributed memory
systems and to use more nodes [9]. The large counts of processing units in indi-
vidual HPC machines also incentivizes software developers to further increase the
parallelism of their applications in shared memory systems. Despite these trends not
all scientific applications efficiently scale or use all the types of resources present in
an HPC node [10, 11, 12]. One reason for under-utilization is that shared resources,
like memory channels or IO bandwidths, can be easily saturated by processes run-
ning on few CPU cores even at high core counts. Further increasing the number of
cores per node can lead to diminishing returns when running applications competing
for the same resources. This can leave other components or resources unused.

Within HPC systems, the scientific applications traditionally do not share hardware
with each other. The HPC batch scheduling systems with priority queues limit one
job per compute node and do not help with saturation. The exclusive allocation
of one job can leave resources within the nodes unused based on the workload
characteristics (e.g. accelerators idle on I/O heavy workloads). It is difficult to solve
this problem if only one application can be used to saturate high core counts. The
under-utilization of resources can also occur when the scheduler keeps too many
nodes reserved (and therefore unused) for pending jobs. This can cause reserved
nodes to remain unused for long periods of time while high priority jobs wait for
more resources. The issue is also aggravated by schedulers not being allowed to
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choose long running, low priority jobs to complement resource utilization of unused
components within already allocated nodes.

Another sub-optimal use of resources comes from inefficiencies in failure mitigation
strategies. With the increase of components in HPC systems comes also a higher
risk of failures. The resources are wasted every time computations get discarded
after an application aborts due to a fatal error like hardware failures. This waste
increases for HPC systems with high component counts or with systems that are
very old and that have increased failure probabilities [13, 14, 15]. Saving the state
of applications using checkpoints can diminish the wasted computation time after
failures, but requires optimal checkpoint intervals or failure prediction methods to
mitigate the inherent overheads of checkpoints.

This thesis provides three methods that reduce resource waste in HPC caused by, the
under-utilization of resources in exclusive allocations of homogeneous workloads,
the checkpoint overhead of sub-optimal checkpoints, and the cost of unnecessarily
checkpointing applications with failure predictors. The three approaches used to
mitigate these issues can be summarized as follows:

• Co-allocate pairs of good and distinct parallel jobs to the same set of nodes to
increase effective hardware resource utilization.

• Predict HPC node failures with low false positive rates to reduce waste from
unnecessary checkpoints.

• Use checkpoint intervals tailored for HPC jobs with lower probability of failing
to reduce mitigation overhead.

These three techniques can reduce the significant overhead present in current
systems that use existing alternative methods. For instance, we propose that specific
co-allocated pairs of distinct applications can experience slowdowns less than twice
their normal runtimes when sharing cores through simultaneous multithreading
(SMT). The cost of increased individual application runtime is offset with a net
reduction in core-hours needed to complete equivalent workloads. This is done by
saturating resources that would otherwise stay unused by a single application. This
method can use resources that would otherwise be unused in exclusive allocation
schemes.

Furthermore, the prediction of eventual application failures due to faulty hardware
can enable last moment checkpointing of applications that would otherwise have
their partial computations fail and be wasted. Reduction of false alarms in failure
prediction also reduces wasted overhead of unnecessary checkpoints.
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Finally applications with small failure probabilities are very common in HPC systems.
These applications waste resources doing checkpoints at intervals meant for long
running and large applications. Optimization of intervals for these common jobs
reduces the core-hours used to perform them. The following sections introduce each
resource saving approach and the details of each method are explored in depth in
their respective chapters.

1.2 High Performance Computing systems

HPC Clusters

High Performance Computing (HPC) is done in practice by combining the compute
power of distributed computers to attain more performance than any individual
workstation can. This is done to solve large computational problems in science
or engineering that would otherwise take too long to solve or not fit within the
memory of an individual computer. Common simulations performed with HPC are
from topics like climate research, biology, energy, military, mechanical simulations,
manufacturing, etc.

Figure 1.1 shows an architecture diagram of a mock HPC system using a cluster
architecture with general purpose computers. This is the most popular form of
architecture, with 93% of the TOP-500 [16] fastest HPC systems using a cluster
setup. This mock HPC machine consists of file system nodes, compute nodes,
administration nodes, and login nodes. Applications run on compute nodes reading
and writing data on the global file system nodes and communicate through high
speed compute networks like InfiniBand or OmniPath. The HPC system also has
administration nodes running supporting services like the batch system that receive
user job submissions. The Ethernet administrative network allows for traditional
SSH management of nodes and the IPMI network enables the administrators to
access the back-end BIOS settings and do tasks like cycling machines or installing
operating systems. It also allows for an interference free collection of monitoring
data that does not affect the computing interconnect.

The computations done in HPC systems are usually parallel and scale to large number
of nodes, or data intensive requiring long running times to process all the data, or
have a large number of independent tasks. An ideal application would have good
shared memory and distributed memory scaling. Ideal strong scaling [17] would
see the runtimes reduced by half when doubling the amount of compute units for
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Fig. 1.1: HPC system architecture diagram with users accessing the HPC machine. The
machine has multiple nodes that are connected with several networks.
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a fixed problem size. This is in practice not possible and is bounded by Amdahl’s
law [18]. Ideal weak scaling would maintain the original runtime as the problem
size and compute unit count are increased as described by Gustafson’s law [19].
This need to solve larger problems is a driving force that pushes systems to become
bigger and more complex. HPC systems provide large number of processors (CPU),
memory and a high speed interconnect connecting the nodes. Each CPU has its own
cache, each node has its own CPUs and memory and each node exchanges data with
other nodes through a high–speed network.

Users need to use distributed memory programming models to run on HPC hardware.
They can also do a hybrid approach by using shared memory models within the
compute nodes. This is implemented as message–passing programs that divide data
among nodes and where each node has all the data it needs to solve an independent
sub-problem. The sub-problem can be parallelized using shared memory techniques.
Computations then do data exchange cycles until the entire program completes.

These programs are created or configured by the users and then queued into a
batch system like SLURM. The SLURM software is a cluster management and job
scheduling system that allocates compute resources to applications, starts them and
keeps accounting of used compute time [20]. While queued, the HPC jobs wait for
resources where already running applications compute until they finish. If resources
are available, SLURM starts the application with highest priority first. Applications
usually need to wait for resources due to the high demand for computing time on
the HPC systems, making the size of the cluster important.

The size of HPC systems has been recorded to steadily increase since the Top-500
started recording the computing power of HPC systems [16] in 1993. Figure 1.2
plots the performance of the most powerful HPC systems over the years between
1993 and 2020 using the LINPACK benchmark. The performance in GFlop/s (Giga
floating point operations per second) has been steadily increasing for the top, bottom
and sum of all systems. After 2003 the bottom 500 has been outperforming the top
1 from 1993, needing only 10 years to achieve such an increase. The performance
improvement has shifted over the decades, from single threaded improvements
initially, to high core and node parallelism, and eventually into accelerators. The
raise in performance is expected to continue in the near future, leading to more
nodes and more components within the HPC systems. Other rankings like the Green-
500 and Graph-500 exist. The first focuses on energy efficiency in terms of GFLOPs
per Watt of energy used and the former focuses on data intensive benchmarks and
the performance of HPC systems for such problems.

1.2 High Performance Computing systems 5
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Fig. 1.2: Performance of the Top 500 HPC systems over the years (source top500.org [16]).
The performance of the HPC systems at position 1 and position 500 has steadily
increased with time.

Computing hardware

HPC applications can use distributed memory techniques like MPI on an HPC
system and shared memory methods like OpenMP, pthreads and CUDA within a
compute node itself. Figure 1.3 showcases a mock compute node with von Neumann
architecture from an HPC system [21, 17]. The compute node has four cores with
two sockets, uses non-uniform memory access (NUMA), two accelerators (one GPU
shown) and a series of interconnects that allow the node to communicate to other
compute and management nodes. The communication between internal components
is mainly done through buses and to outside nodes through network infrastructure
like OmniPath. The individual CPUs are placed within a sockets that communicate
with each other using some sort of inter-socket-bus. The CPU depicted has its own
interconnect to allow cores to interact. Each core has its own local cache, while the
CPU itself offers a shared cache above the local cache. These are used in a cache
hierarchy that might be several levels. If data that is needed is not found within the
cache, the next level is asked, all the way to main memory. Not finding the data
within a cache level is called a cache miss and finding it is referred to as a cache hit
[21]. Similarly when data is changed within the CPU and it has to be updated, the
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Fig. 1.3: Mock architecture of a two socket compute node with NUMA memory architecture,
accelerators and network interconnects through PCIE, two level core cache and
quad core CPUs.

system can choose to do write through of the data updating it all way from the first
cache to the main memory, or it can do write back where updating of other caches
is delayed and only updated using techniques like Least Recently Used or FIFO
among others [21]. Other cores within the CPU can use bus snooping to monitor
cache changes and invalidate its own copies. Each core in this example can be used
as a "single instruction, multiple data" (SIMD) machine that processes arrays of data
using single instructions from its individual cache. The accelerator in the Figure
could also be a Vector Processor like a XeonPhi that also does SIMD operations. The
whole CPU itself can be considered a "multiple instructions, multiple data" (MIMD)
machine that has access to all shared memory to process different operations on
each core as needed. Overall, this mock compute node represents a general HPC
system that can have thousands of nodes forming a homogeneous cluster. It could
also have varying hardware types and be a heterogeneous cluster.
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Fig. 1.4: Resource utilization in a mock HPC system with one hour node allocation for
applications of different node counts and runtimes. The incoming queue is shown
at the top with the highest priority job on the right [6,7] and least on the left [1,3].
The first number is the amount of nodes requested and the second number the
runtime requested.

Resource allocation within HPC systems is traditionally performed by assigning
compute nodes to a single application exclusively. User applications arrive into a
queue of jobs, where it waits for the resources requested. The requests usually need
an amount of compute nodes and hardware configurations that are not immediately
available.

Figure 1.4 depicts a mock diagram of the node allocation for one hour chunks within
an HPC system with 9 nodes. A queue of incoming jobs is shown at the top with
the least priority job on the left [1,3] and the highest on the right [6,7]. The x-axis
shows the runtime of applications of different colors in hours, while the y-axis shows
the 9 nodes used by the applications. At the top we show an application in orange
that used 2 nodes for 8 hours from start to finish, for a total of 16 node-hours. At
the bottom a red application is shown that also used 16 node-hours, but with 4
nodes for 4 hours. A third application on the right in yellow used 20 core-hours, but
only after enough resources were available. The blue application on the left used
6 node-hours, but the cluster was left with 3 nodes unused during its execution.
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Only after red and blue end, could the yellow application start, leaving a total of 6
node-hours unused (shown in unnumbered light gray). These gaps are a result of
scheduling and offer a potential optimization by using the nodes.

In practice, batch systems do not do a theoretically optimal scheduling decision [20].
Instead, they assign resources to waiting jobs based on their priorities that originate
from their arrival time, waiting time and job importance. The classical batch system
algorithm is backfill and does scheduling of higher priority jobs first and tries to fill
unused gaps with lower priority jobs as long as those do not delay the start of the
former. In the previous example of Figure 1.4 the low priority jobs [1,3] and [3,1]
would be backfilled between jobs (6) and (16).

The example shows how scheduling is done in practice and how resource utilization
is accounted as nodes-hours used by an application [22]. Accounting of resource
utilization using core-hours is also a used metric in HPC.

1.3 Co-allocation of parallel applications

Co-allocation in HPC is the process of assigning two or more computing tasks to
the same resources to be used simultaneously. Co-allocation allows processes from
different HPC jobs to be run on the same nodes and therefore to share nodes. Sharing
nodes can be done by exclusively assigning sockets or individual cores to different
applications running on the same node or by sharing cores in the same sockets with
Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT).

The underlying motivation for node sharing is that different applications might not
stress the same resources simultaneously, leading to increased resource utilization.
Previous works have shown that node sharing can be successful in isolated environ-
ments [23], but at the cost of application performance [24][25][26]. These studies
were unfortunately limited to single node environments. Parallel applications that
use distributed memory and message passing will have different utilization patterns
and behave differently than single node applications under co-allocation.

HPC centers typically only support node sharing for single node jobs and avoid the
co-allocation of parallel jobs. System administrators fear potential security risks, the
complexity of a batch system supporting node sharing, and the eventual interfer-
ence between co-allocated jobs that will lead to worse performance of individual
applications. These concerns are justified, but require study to understand the
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potential benefits and drawbacks of co-allocation. This thesis studies the perfor-
mance drawbacks for individual MPI applications and the possible resource savings
for HPC systems when application pairs complete equivalent workloads using less
node-hours.

This thesis explores how co-allocation can increase scheduling efficiency in Chapter 2.
The discussion of security aspects is left out, but could be addressed by isolating
applications in containers or virtual machines [27][28]. This thesis proposes instead
that co-allocation of large parallel jobs can be integrated into batch environments to
increase overall system efficiency.

First, we explore how different allocation approaches affect the performance of
parallel MPI applications and the resources required to compute equal amounts of
work. Second, we show that co-allocation can yield efficiency benefits for workloads
that share nodes and over-subscribe physical cores through SMT. The findings are
then used in a scheduling heuristic implemented in the SLURM batch system [20]
that improves HPC system efficiency.

The experimental analysis uses five applications from the NERSC Trinity mini MPI
parallel application suite [29]. These applications perform distributed memory and
parallel workloads that reflect similar characteristics present in HPC batch systems.
The main tasks performed to evaluate the benefits of co-allocation are:

• A detailed description on how to perform co-allocation experiments with a set
of parallel scientific applications.

• The introduction of extensions for backfilling and first fit scheduling strategies
to enable node sharing using SMT, application rank matching and application
pair preference.

• An evaluation of various node sharing approaches to improve the efficiency
of HPC systems. The computational efficiency will improve by up to 19%
and the scheduling efficiency up to 25.2% compared to SLURM’s backfill
implementation.

Figure 1.5 gives an initial example of how to co-allocate four applications that would
normally use four individual exclusive nodes. The applications are shown in color,
the nodes in gray squares and the CPUs in white squares within the nodes. On
the left, all four applications use their nodes exclusively, with only the top right
application using a single CPU. Co-allocation is shown on the right, where the left
pair of applications share one CPU using SMT and the right pair share no CPUs. The
nodes that remain free can be used for new applications, and as long as the original
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Fig. 1.5: Example of four applications using four nodes that consist of four CPUs. System a)
shows the applications using four nodes without sharing and system b) sets two
applications in two shared nodes.

four application do not slow down more than twice their original expected runtimes,
gains can be had. These gains are indeed possible by fully utilizing internal CPU
pipelines using SMT, and by using otherwise unused resources during other phases
like network communication.

The co-allocation chapter will show that selecting certain pairs of application to
co-allocate will have better savings than using indiscriminate pairs. On average,
the computational efficiency of workloads using co-allocated backfill improved by
13% and the scheduling efficiency by 22.5%. Overall we provide strong evidence to
suggest that co-allocation can benefit HPC systems by providing resource utilization
savings for certain workloads.

1.4 Failure probability aware checkpoint intervals

With the increase of nodes being deployed in HPC systems and with as many more
nodes being used by applications, the probability of at least one component failing
during the application’s execution time also increases. This creates a risk of losing
computation time to failures and being forced to restart computations. This risk can
be reduced by using mitigation techniques like checkpointing at set intervals.

Checkpointing techniques store the state of computations from running applications,
enabling them to resume work in case a failure occurs and the program stops.
These checkpoints are normally performed at intervals, in order to cover as much
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of the runtime as possible. While more frequent checkpoints reduce the amount of
lost work for each failure, they also limit the efficiency of applications, especially
for large jobs [30]. This is because creating a checkpoint requires pausing the
application, using time and resources to create it. It is therefore important to
produce checkpoints at intervals that minimize the cost of checkpoints and also
account for the dependence between the interval length and the potential lost
computations.

checkpoint

checkpoint interval

computation time

waste

failure

restart

Fig. 1.6: Periodic checkpointing example where a failure occurs and computations not saved
are lost.

Figure 1.6 depicts an example of periodic checkpointing for an application that fails
upon encountering a failure. The computation time is divided in intervals by the
time it takes to produce a checkpoint and keeps running until it finishes or it fails.
After a failure the program restarts from the previous checkpoint, having lost any
computations between the last checkpoint and the failure. All the computations
performed after the last checkpoint are lost and considered wasted. After restarting
from the last checkpoint the application continues execution.

The first relevant theoretical method for finding optimal checkpointing intervals
was proposed by Young [31] and was later improved by Daly [32]. Their methods
were derived for Poisson failure distributions and were intended to be used for
single running processes and with the assumption that failures nearly always occur.
The Young interval accounted for all the failures that would occur on long running
processes. Unfortunately, this is not a good model for HPC parallel jobs that might
have low probability of failing. Although not intended for HPC jobs, the Young
intervals would only apply to very long running and big jobs with extremely high
probability of failing.

In this thesis, the assumption is challenged and we investigate how previous check-
pointing works waste resources by providing inefficient checkpoint intervals for
common HPC jobs that have medium failure probabilities. In Chapter 3 we show
with data mining that many checkpointable HPC jobs only have a medium probabil-
ity of failure (MPF) and that they can require different checkpoint intervals. MPF
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jobs do not fulfill the modeling assumptions that failures almost always happen, as
either their runtimes are not long enough, or the time between node failures is too
long for the node count used. Not accounting for these aspects in previous studies
resulted in over- or underestimations of the optimal checkpointing intervals for MPF
jobs, which in turn leads to inefficiencies in resource utilization.

Chapter 3 will propose a solution with a new cost function for checkpointing MPF
jobs and an iterative algorithm that finds the statistically best checkpoint interval.
The proposed algorithm will also be close to the optimal interval under the previous
methods of Young and Daly that use their assumptions. The checkpoint algorithm
accounts for the number of nodes used, the runtime of the application, and the
failure properties of the underlying HPC system. The algorithm has the added
property of converging to the optimal results of Daly for jobs with high failure
probabilities.

The experimental results for existing real HPC traces will show that the proposed
method can achieve cumulative checkpoint cost savings (considering all jobs and
requeuing) from 7.1% to 25.7% for failures from a Weibull distribution, and from
7.3% up to 27.5% for failures from a Poisson distribution. These savings are in
relation to the best 5 alternative methods. Finally we will also show that the method
achieves savings between 6.0% and 26.6% compared to alternative methods when
only inaccurate values for the mean time between failures (MTBF) are available.

1.5 Failure prediction for parallel applications

Typical HPC applications have tightly interconnected parallel processes that can
cause the failure of the entire program when a single process fails. These failures can
occur when an individual hardware part fails and the probability of these failures
increases with the amount of components present in the HPC system. This suscepti-
bility to failures combined with the cost of checkpoints makes failure prediction an
important mitigation approach. By using system health data, a binary classifier can
be trained to classify the time series data into either possible incoming failures (posi-
tive classification) or non-failure (negative classification) events. These classifiers
work as a failure predictor that can use the classification ahead of time (lead-up
time) to produce a checkpoint before the failure occurs. The failure predictor system
(FPS) can therefore predict failures and then trigger a checkpoint on demand (if it
predicts a failure will occur), reducing the overhead of constant checkpoints with
intervals. We will propose an FPS that uses multiple neural networks to classify data
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into events through two voting procedures. The first voting procedure will require all
networks to vote for a failure unanimously, and the second will use a final network to
learn the voting procedure. The failure warnings predicted by an FPS are the positive
classifications from the binary classifier, where true positives are correct failure
predictions and false positives predictions where no failure occurs afterwards. We
will go into more detail about these classification metrics, but for now it is important
to note that the role of the FPS is to trigger a checkpoint whenever a prediction is
made due to a positive classification.

checkpoint

computation time

failure

resume

prediction

Node 1

Node 2

Fig. 1.7: Failure prediction example over time as a failure is avoided by a prediction that is
follow by a restart on a different HPC node.

Figure 1.7 provides an example of how an FPS can help react against an incoming
failure by triggering a checkpoint before an application crash. The trigger was
caused by a positive classification of sample data gathered prior to the prediction.
The computations of the application are shown in light gray, the prediction using
health time data in yellow and the checkpoint/restart procedure in green. In this
example the failure predictor is capable of classifying the health data with enough
lead-up time to perform a checkpoint (and migration) before the failure. A usable
FPS should avoid unnecessary checkpoints by minimizing the amount of false alarms
produced. This can be achieved by tuning the binary classifier to produce better
classification metrics.

Classification Metrics

This work will deal specifically with supervised learning of binary classifiers that are
trained to classify input sample data into one of two output classes [33, 34]. These
will be failures and non-failures (ok) events. The supervised learning aspect is done
by training the binary classifier with input sample data already labeled [33, 34, 35]
into one of either failure or non-failure class. These failure labels are referred to as
failure events, and are mined using a combination of HPC batch system logs and
node sensor data.
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Fig. 1.8: Diagram of how binary classification sorts real classes into classified classes. The
different ratios give the classical ML metrics.

The binary classifier in this context should associate input sample data with events
that are positive (failure) or negative (non-failure, ok). The following classical
machine learning metrics describe the performance of a binary classifiers that sorts
data between failures and ok events:

• Positives (P) refer to all samples classified as failures.
• Negatives (N) refer to all samples classified as non-failure / ok events.
• True Positives (TP) refer to amount of correctly classified failures.
• True Negatives (TN) refer to correctly classified non-failure / ok events.
• False Negatives (FN) refers to misclassified failures as ok.
• False Positives (FP) to ok events that are misclassified as failures.
• Precision: the probability of a positive prediction to be correct, also expressed

as a the positive predictive value (ppv) calculated with T P
T P +F P .
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• Recall: the probability of correctly classifying a positive event, or true positive
rate (tpr) calculated with T P

T P +F N .
• Fall-Out: the probability of misclassifying a positive event as a negative event,

also expressed as false positive rate (fpr) calculated with F P
F P +T N .
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Fig. 1.9: Plot depicting a Sigmoid S(x) = x
1+e−x activation function that classifies between

two classes if the activation value c from S(x) is above t.

Binary classifiers give a preliminary classification value c ∈ R traditionally ∈ [0, 1]
that is used to decide (classify) the class of a sample. If the value c is above a
threshold t such that c > t, the classifier chooses a specific class for the sample,
i.e: positive [33]. Figure 1.9 shows the relationship between then the classification
value c and the decision threshold t. The tpr and fpr are calculated for a range of
thresholds and their change is plotted. As the classifier processes a series of sample
inputs (*usually multi-dimensional), it decides the class of the sample based on
the threshold. The metrics of Figure 1.8 can be refined by adjusting the threshold
and sorting sample data between positive and negative classifications. A trivial
and permissive threshold to maximize positives (t = 0) would allow all samples to
be classified as positive. This would effectively maximize true positives, which is
desired, but would also maximize false positives, which is not desired. A negative
sample will be miss-classified as positive if the value c > t. On the other hand, the
classifier threshold could trivially be chosen such that all samples are classified as
negative, maximizing both true and false negatives (t = 1). A non-trivial approach
requires evaluating the fpr and tpr while changing the threshold and finding an
acceptable value for t. A different approach could apply a different function or
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decision method to the final classification (i.e: argmax with multiple ci). Plotting
the tpr against fpr for all thresholds as seen on Figure 1.9 helps choose a suitable
threshold for a usable true positive rate and acceptable low false positive rate.

AUC = 0.79

1  
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Fig. 1.10: Plot of an ROC curve and AUC value (0.79) from a fictional binary classifier. The
horizontal axis shows the false positive rate and the vertical axis the true positive
rate. The rates are plotted for all classification thresholds and an arbitrarily good
threshold (high tpr and low fpr) value is chosen. As the rate is decreased, more
data samples are classified as positive.

Figure 1.10 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for a binary
classifier [33, 34] with a threshold t ∈ [0, 1] for an output. If the classification
value is above the threshold, the sample is considered positive. As the threshold is
decreased (−→ 0), more failures and non-failure events are classified as positives,
increasing both the fpr and tpr. An arbitrary chosen threshold marked in blue can
be selected to achieve a low enough fpr (0.25) that still maintains a desirable high
tpr (>0.75) for prediction purposes. The threshold choice could slightly be moved
to the right on the FPR horizontal axis, but this would increase the undesired fpr

and not increase the tpr significantly.
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A related measure to ROC is the area under the curve (AUC) that quantifies the
quality of the classifier across all possible classification thresholds [33, 34]. The AUC
is a single value A ∈ [0, 1], where values of A close to 0 show a classifier that fails
to classify any true positive samples as positive, and values of A close to 1 show a
classifier that can correctly classify all true positives and true negatives (at some
threshold). The more A −→ 1, the better the classifier performs across its thresholds.
The AUC is not required to minimize false positives (the ROC suffices) and is not
explored in much detail beyond its visualization in ROC plots.

Although the ROC is widely used in the machine learning literature, it is rarely
reported in works that deal purely with failure prediction of HPC systems. This
makes comparison to previous works difficult. The ROC analysis of this work is
nevertheless still helpful to minimize the fpr as much as possible.

Scalability problem

The common metrics are not sufficient to evaluate the false positive quality of an FPS
in highly parallel HPC environments. Typical FPS are trained to predict failure events
of individual components and can achieve good enough false positive rates for single
nodes. However, HPC systems need to predict failures for thousands of nodes and
make mitigation decisions based on all the nodes used by the parallel application,
since any failing node will make the entire distributed application crash.

Even a low false positive rate for continuous predictions of individual components
will accumulate when predicting failures for hundreds of nodes. When considering
thousands of predictions, the individual low probability of classifying a false positive
per component translates into a high probability of at least one FPS classifying
a false positive. At large scales, false alarms become costly because any positive
prediction (including false positives) will trigger a checkpoint. This results in at
least one false positive from thousands of nodes constantly triggering checkpoints,
effectively rendering FPS unusable for large scale systems.

Despite good true positive failure prediction rates that can identify plenty of failure
events in previous works, FPS have not been successfully used in practice for HPC
due to false predictions triggering too many resilience measures like unnecessary
checkpoints. We call this situation of least one FPS predicting a false positive, the
false positive prediction problem or FPP for short. Reducing the false positive
prediction rates is therefore important to avoid unnecessary preemptive checkpoints
when using thousands of nodes. This FPP occurs when the standard performance
metrics for machine learning binary classifiers are combined to thousands of nodes.
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In Section 4.1.4 we will introduce a new global metric, namely the probability of
triggering unnecessary checkpoints or UC for short. This UC will calculate the chance
of at least one false positive event happening in n node predictors.

Neural networks as binary classifiers

In Chapter 4 we will show an FPS that can attain low enough false positive rates
and make them usable on large scale systems where predictions are performed for
every component. A usable FPS with low false positives is achieved by aggregating
batch system traces, hardware sensors, and operating system counters into one FPS
that predicts batch job failures on a per-node basis with sufficient lead-up time for
checkpoints. We implement our FPS using artificial neural networks trained with
features (min, max, avg, among others) of hardware sensors and labeled with failure
and non-failure tags based on expert knowledge.
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Fig. 1.11: Diagram of a three layer feed forward neural network with a single hidden layer
and two inputs and outputs.

Figure 1.11 shows a mock three layer feed forward artificial neural network [33,
35]. Each circle represents an artificial neuron. The input layer simply feeds the
inputs xi to each neuron in the hidden layer. The hidden layer then linearly sums
the product of each input with its weight

∑
xi · wi. The sum in the hidden layer

neuron is later passed through the activation function before being sent to the next
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neuron with a new weight [33, 35]. The outputs yi are then used to determine the
classification result. In the case of binary classification, two neurons can be used
with a softmax(yi) function to reduce the classification to a single value decision.
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Fig. 1.12: Diagram of a mock arbitrary recurrent neural network with two inputs and one
output. The recurrent links to neurons in the same or previous layers are shown
in red.

Figure 1.12 shows a mock recurrent neural network with internal recurrent layers
that can receive inputs from themselves or layers further in the network. Recurrent
networks try to model temporal properties in the classification by use of the recurrent
links to previous layers and with themselves [33].

An example of a specialized recurrent neural networks are Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) networks. These networks can learn relations between time sequences too,
but are also able to overcome the vanishing gradient problem (slow training) present
in recurrent network training [36, 37]. An LSTM recurrent network will be used to
supplement and aggregate the results of multiple basic feed forward networks that
predict failures at distinct time intervals.

Proposed Failure Prediction System

The FPS is built using an ensemble of multiple neural networks [34, 33] that vote
with their classifications to produce a final prediction. An ensemble is just multiple
classifiers that make a joint decision for a final classification.

The viability of failure prediction to reduce waste will be evaluated by:
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• Showing that per-component predictions trigger too many unnecessary check-
points within production HPC systems.

• Defining a job-wide quality metric for failure prediction systems based on the
probability of triggering unnecessary checkpoints (UC).

• Showing that previous works with reasonable classification rates still provide
too high UC probabilities.

• Introducing ensemble of neural networks (NN) that vote to predict failures.
• Demonstrating that the ensemble voting methods can reduce false alarms for

hundreds of nodes due to the low enough UC probability.
• Showing that the proposed FPS with machine learned voting has a false

positive prediction rate of 0.00004, a recall rate of 0.7448 and a UC probability
of 28.93% for 8,192 nodes.

The proposed FPS could supplement existing interval-based checkpointing strate-
gies [38].
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Co-allocation of parallel
applications

2

HPC systems are typically used by diverse users with various complex scientific
applications that have different workloads and resource utilization patterns. A
university or state HPC system might be open to users from research groups of the
social sciences, biology, mathematics and physics among others [39, 40]. The user
count is also reflected in the diversity of scientific problems. Mathematicians might
be interested in using HPC platforms for purely numerical problems [41], biologists
could process Big Data Genetic studies [42, 43] and chemists might solve particle
simulations or protein folding problems [44]. These are just some examples from
the plenitude of scientific problems that can be computationally processed in an
HPC system.

Unfortunately not every scientific workload can fully utilize the various compute
resources (e.g: CPU, Memory, Network) present in a compute node. A compute
intensive application doing matrix-matrix multiplications could fully saturate the
memory bandwidth and not use the network at all [45, 46]. A parallel plasma
physics computation could on the other hand use the network interconnect more
effectively [47]. Individual scientific application workloads usually saturate a limited
amount of resources, using them in steps at different times. This happens for MPI
applications that are usually highly interconnected with various phases of parallel
communication and computation. Any individual process waiting for bandwidth,
I/O operations or access to accelerators could stall the progress of all other processes
waiting for synchronization at a communication MPI call.

Despite the variety of workloads available to the HPC system, most compute nodes
do not have all of their resources saturated. This happens because batch systems
only allocate a single application per node, leaving behind the opportunity to use
heterogeneous workloads for resource saturation. This limitation is not technical,
but rather traditionally imposed by policy in order to reduce security risks that could
arise from sharing local data or memory.
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There are also concerns that the performance of the applications will degrade
significantly when nodes are shared. We will tackle this aspect by offering evidence
that sharing nodes can increase macro performance for the overall HPC system. The
variety of applications can be exploited by combining certain workloads in order to
increase resource utilization within individual nodes. It will be shown that certain
stages of the runtime from applications will degrade differently depending on the
workload combination.

The types of experiments performed further in this chapter will also use parallel
programs to test how the inter-application interference behaves when sharing high
node counts of up to 128 nodes. This will then be scaled from isolated experiments
of application pairs to an entire batch system of queued applications with various
types and sizes. These batch experiments explore the limitations of scheduling
co-allocation pairs when using priority queues. They will also give a novel overview
of the resource utilization savings that HPC systems can expect from computing
their batch loads using co-allocation.

The scheduling limitations of co-allocated applications will be addressed by com-
bining batch scheduling heuristics with co-allocation strategies that pair suitable
applications together. This will make it is possible to better saturate the resources of
individual compute nodes while also reducing idle nodes. Overall we will show a
higher job throughput for co-allocation batch systems and less core-hours needed to
complete the same workloads.

2.1 Related Work

Node sharing can be used to pair different applications that have orthogonal resource
needs with the goal of utilizing more resources on a node. Time sharing enables
shared access to the node by multiple applications. Stillwell et al. showed with sim-
ulations that controlled time-sharing scheduling algorithms can offer improvements
over traditional HPC batch scheduling [48]. Their simulations assumed that all tasks
are CPU-bound and did not address inter-job interference. In contrast to simulating
artificial workloads, we performed experiments with real MPI workloads, where
applications do MPI communication and numerical computations.

Xiong et al. [49] proposed a framework for co-allocating applications in HPC clusters
by profiling applications offline based on their resource utilization intensity. Their
work focused on predicting application interference using machine learning and
support vector machines (SVM). Their scheduling decision uses the prediction of
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the SVM to decide whether to co-allocate the highest priority job in the queue. The
co-allocation scheduler proposed later in this chapter uses a lookup table of good
and bad pairings to decide whether two applications should be paired. It does not
require prior profiling of individual application metrics and training of machine
learning methods. This work uses similar MPI applications and expands the problem
sizes from 8 to 128 nodes. In addition to individual experiments of application pairs,
this work shows savings for batch systems containing thousands of jobs. This work
also shows that the combined makespan of the co-allocated pairs is reduced, despite
the increased runtime of each individual application.

Yang et al. [50] developed an oversubscription framework for long running cloud
applications that uses performance metrics to select target co-allocation machines.
Their work also shows that oversubscription increases resource utilization and that
workload makespan can be reduced.

Kuchumov et al. [51] recognized that batch schedulers can leave compute nodes
underutilized and proposed the use of control groups to limit and assign fair shares
of CPU time, memory and network to each application sharing cloud nodes. Their
work left unclear the policy by which the resources should be assigned to each
application, it performed no parallel experiments showcasing the benefits of such a
technique, and focused on cloud systems. The work done in this chapter takes the
opposite approach by allowing selected application pairs to compete for resources
and saturate each hardware element as much as possible.

Leng et al. [52] have shown that the use of SMT in computationally intense
scenarios does not degrade performance due to already highly utilized resources.
We corroborate their findings and use HPC parallel applications that involve inter
process communication to make interleaving use of CPU possible.

De Blanche and Lundqvist investigated slowdowns due to resource sharing when
using similar processes. They showed that making the same application share the
same node (Terrible Twins) can lead to overloaded resources [26]. Those were single-
node experiments while this thesis concentrates on the same effects for multiple
nodes.

Wende et al. [53] showed how oversubscription of two processes per hardware CPU
thread of the same scientific application, cause more than a factor two performance
degradation compared to no oversubscription. In the isolated experiments we
were able to corroborate these results and included the gained knowledge in a
co-allocation scheduling heuristic.
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Iancu et al. [54] also explored the throughput benefits of oversubscribing two single
node applications. They showed that co-allocating pairs of shared memory workloads
does improve throughput. In the evaluation of this chapter we also show that these
throughput benefits remain when co-allocating parallel multi-node applications and
with batch system workloads. They also show that partitioning cores exclusively
among applications leads to no benefits and that the Linux scheduler can affect
performance significantly.

The Portable Hardware Locality tool hwloc [55] can impact performance by schedul-
ing OpenMP threads according to their affinities and by placing MPI processes
according to their communication patterns. The importance of application-specific
local scheduling and placement is evident and we use static placement with core
sharing mentioned previously for multiple nodes. An automatic system will be
shown to be unnecessary in our co-allocation scenarios, since only one of the core
pinning methods ends offering good performance.

The node sharing approach we present is implemented as an extension of existing
batch system algorithms using Backfill [56][57]. Optimal scheduling is complex
and requires prior knowledge of applications, making it hard to apply them in
practice. Józefowska and Weglarz introduced the notion of discrete-continuous
scheduling [58] to focus on the run- and release-time of jobs [59]. Their runtimes
consider how the quantity of allocated resources affects a jobs processing time.
Their analysis is a mathematical programming formulation that can minimize the
scheduler’s make-span. Unlike their work that requires knowledge of resources,
runtimes and changes in applications sizes, this work uses basic heuristics to improve
scheduling without attaining mathematical optimality.

Brinkmann et al. proposed a deterministic approximation algorithm that determines
a resource aware schedule [60] to improve system performance. Their algorithm dis-
tributes resource requests among jobs to prevent them from exceeding the resource
limits and to minimize the makespan by focusing heavily on resource assignment.
Despite their analytical makespan reduction for single node multi-core systems, the
authors only showed results for a single node, while an HPC system consists of a
large number of nodes with heavily interconnected tasks. In this thesis we try to
expand on this work testing scheduling heuristics on multi-node systems using MPI
applications. We also take an empirical approach by testing MPI applications and do
not perform a mathematical (analytical) optimization.

Dealing with static resource requirements is a challenge for co-allocation. Süß et
al. showcased the difficulty of dealing with static resource requirements due to
applications changing their requirements at runtime [61][62]. They proposed a
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VarySched scheduler that tries to solve resource contention per node by controlling
access to requested resources by applications. Although we do not solve resource
contention at a node level, the batch scheduling approach developed could be
compatible with it.

Theoretical scheduling approaches that search for optimal scheduling approaches
in homogeneous distributed systems exists, but are not compatible with live HPC
systems and do not necessarily apply to co-allocation. An example limitation is
present when minimizing the scheduling makespan of n jobs on m identical parallel
machines. Graham [63] showed that scheduling jobs in a sorted non-ascending
order of their runtimes bounds an optimal solution by a factor of

(4
3 −

1
3m

)
. This

type of list sorted scheduling that aims to minimize a Longest Processing Time (LPT)
is unacceptable in production HPC systems where parallel jobs have priorities based
on arrival time, quotas and institutional rules. This problem is already NP-Hard [64,
65] and considering more complex scenarios like vectors of resource requirements
[66] does not improve the complexity. This work will therefore focus on taking
runtime measurements with running jobs on batch systems. It will also implement
basic co-allocation heuristics on a production batch system for ease of deployment.

Previous works that improve scheduling of resources have achieved better makespans
for multiple resources on multi-core systems while limiting their investigations to
analytical or theoretical representations of system workloads. In this thesis we will
explore the benefits of co-allocation when using simple scheduling heuristics for a
series of actual MPI parallel workloads that improve resource utilization to complete
equivalent workloads.

2.1.1 Backfilling and First-fit scheduling

Allocation is the mapping of available computing nodes to pending parallel appli-
cations and is the responsibility of the HPC systems batch system scheduler. Users
submit jobs to the batch system where they queue for resources and wait for them to
be available. Batch scheduling is the process of scheduling user submitted heteroge-
neous jobs for execution on an HPC system. Traditionally the batch system chooses
high priority jobs from the queue and assigns them computing nodes exclusively.
Depending on the size of a job, available resources and priority policies assigned to
the users, a job might wait for resources to be available. Allowing for co-allocation in
scheduling algorithms can allow for multiple jobs to be placed on shared computing
nodes. This allows the system to make use of the orthogonal resource needs of jobs
and improve overall system utilization.
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HPC schedulers have plenty of configuration options that make them behave in
complex and unique manners. The following properties are common options of
relevance to co-allocation:

• Independent and long running HPC jobs can be configured to work without
real-time user intervention. These HPC jobs define a set of required resources
to run the job.

• A scheduler can have job queues where the jobs wait according to their arrival
time, size or priority. Each job queue is sorted by priority, usually obeying first
come first served or system defined hierarchies.

• Jobs with a higher priority receive resources and run before jobs of a lower
priority.

• A job that mistakenly exceeds its allocated resources or allotted time require-
ments will be terminated.

Optimally scheduling multiple requests for r resources on n nodes is known as
vector-scheduling. Solving vector-scheduling in an optimal way is too complex,
with non-polynomial runtime to an optimal schedule. Due to the complexity of
scheduling algorithms, batch systems do not perform a real-time optimal allocation
with a plan-ahead schedule. Instead, schedulers in HPC systems make the scheduling
decision in a very short time window with limited available information. Scheduling
algorithms limit the choice of which program to start next, to the high priority jobs
that fit in the available resources.

The Backfill algorithm allows for the highest priority job (HPJ) to run if enough
nodes are available [67]. If no resources are available straight away, Backfill will
reserve currently free resources and compute when the HPJ can start based on the
current jobs running and their expected end times. A scheduler using Backfill will
not start lower priority jobs (LPJ) that would delay the start of all the pending HPJ.
Backfill can however run any LPJ on currently available resources as long as their
end time is before the scheduled start of all pending HPJ and they can actually make
use of the available resources.

The previously described backfilling behavior is depicted in Figure 2.1, where a
queue of four jobs wait for resources. The left side shows the state of jobs and
resources at timestamp T0. Jobs Ji require ni compute nodes (first numeral) and
run for ti time units (second numeral) and are represented as rectangles. The jobs
are ordered in a FIFO priority with the job at the bottom in blue having the highest
priority.
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Fig. 2.1: Scheduling steps performed by a Backfill algorithm where backfilling is taking
place to use idle resources.

At T0 job j0 (3, 6) is running and has six more time units left to run while using three
nodes. The j1 job (6, 5) is waiting for j0 to finish and has reserved three nodes that
are currently idle (see arrows) while it waits for the other three nodes to become
available. The rest of jobs are waiting for their turn in the queue.

At timestamp T1 the Backfill algorithm backfills the jobs j2 (2, 3) and j4 (1, 1). The
job j0 still has five time units left to run and the Backfill algorithm chooses the two
jobs to use the reserved resources of the pending (6, 5) job. The job j3 (1, 5) would
also use one single node like j4 (1, 1) and has the highest priority of the two, but
starting it would delay the start of the pending j1 job. For this reason, Backfill choose
to skip j3 (1, 5) and backfills j4 (1, 1) instead.

The backfilling algorithm starts to leave a lot of available pending nodes unused
when the queued jobs request long running hours and hundreds of nodes. In this
scenario the Backfill step is unable to find suitable jobs that can use pending nodes
and that will finish before the start of a higher priority job. This drawback will also
apply to a backfilling scheduler that is trying to find suitable co-allocation pairs of
applications.

The First-fit scheduling algorithm can mitigate this issue by choosing the first job
that can fit in a given set of idle nodes. This allows it to fill in the gaps and use the
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pending nodes at the cost of the FIFO rule. Job priorities are only used for choosing
which job is considered first and does not limit the start of jobs with lower priorities.
First-fit has the advantage of making use of otherwise idle resources in Backfill and
this can allow it to achieve a better throughput. The disadvantage of First-fit is a
limited fairness, where big jobs requesting large amounts of resources can starve by
never starting since there is always a smaller job that could be run.

Both scheduling algorithms can be configured to allow sharing of nodes among mul-
tiple applications. In both cases, the general properties of the scheduling algorithms
remain. The main difference when enabling co-allocation is that First-fit can take
advantage of more jobs when choosing a partner for an already running job. First-fit
is also less restrictive because all pending jobs can be considered while Backfill can
only start jobs that do not delay HPJ that are pending.

2.1.2 Co-allocation techniques

We explore multiple techniques of co-allocation to measure the impact that various
mappings of computing tasks to MPI ranks can have on runtimes and system through-
put. This is done by comparing co-allocation against the conventional technique
of mapping application tasks to exclusive cores. The focus is kept on MPI parallel
applications due to its predominance in HPC applications.

Parallel applications map their MPI ranks to physical cores or to logical cores. The
mapping two ranks to logical cores of the same physical core is used to oversubscribe
the physical core using simultaneous multithreading (SMT) techniques like hyper-
threading (HT). At the MOGON II system from the Johannes Gutenberg University
Mainz we were able to determine that within twelve months (11/2017 – 10/2018)
22% of the jobs utilized one compute process per physical core in the compute
nodes. All other jobs (78%) oversubscribed cores by running two or more compute
processes per physical CPU core. Oversubscribing within the same application is
traditionally considered sub-optimal for compute heavy workloads [54].

Figure 2.2 shows three methods of pinning/mapping tasks to cores in a two socket
compute node. The a) sub-figure shows traditional one task per core exclusive
mapping, b) oversubscription by the same application using HT and c) co-allocation
with oversubscription by two distinct applications.

Figure 2.3 depicts five job (process) mappings for two applications P and Q. Each
processor (solid black dot) consists of two physical cores, each core supports hyper-
threading and each node consists of four cores. MPI ranks running on the cores are
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depicted by characters. Cores in the same socket are connected by solid lines while
cores on different sockets are connected by dashed lines.

Figure 2.3-a shows standard exclusive allocation (STD) where one rank of job P is
pinned to one physical core exclusively. Under exclusive allocation every compute
process (rank) from an application has unrestricted access to their assigned CPU
core. The standard exclusive allocation is used as a baseline for experiments. The
baseline is expected to produce minimal runtimes since CPU cores are not shared.
The runtime is also shorter because node resources are not shared with other
applications, and because the performance is not degraded due to intra-application
interference or oversubscription.

Oversubscription of one application requires either the doubling of ranks as shown
in the standard oversubscribed allocation (OVR) technique or to use the existing rank
count and pack the ranks into half the nodes using packed oversubscribed allocation
(PCK) (see Fig. 2.3-b and Figure 2.3-c respectively). Both scenarios solve the same
computational problem, with PCK utilizing half the computational hardware.

The more relevant allocation technique for co-allocation (COA) shares nodes be-
tween applications, which transforms the STD mapping of two applications using
four nodes shown in Figure 2.3-d into sharing of half the nodes in (Figure 2.3-e).
COA uses hyper-threading and pins one process of each application to the same
physical core through neighbouring logical cores.

An alternative co-allocation could have each application exclusively use one socket
each, with memory mapping to the socket. This would isolate the cores and the
memory bandwidth for each application while still sharing the nodes. In this setup
network and I/O could be shared, but not the CPU pipeline or memory bandwidth.
This would still keep the same utilization of exclusive resources as the non-co-
allocated version while limiting the potential gains from saturation of resources.
Exploratory experiments showed no benefits from this setup and a previous work
showed similar insights [54].

Computation intensive applications do not gain performance from distributing their
workload to more threads when the compute power stays the same. Oversubscrip-
tion of different applications could take advantage of interleaved (out-of-order)
execution of two processes as provided by HT. This can be done due to the orthogo-
nal resource requirements that exist in large sets of varied scientific programs. A
simplified depiction of Hyper-threading enabling out-of-order execution based on
Intel documentation is shown in Figure 2.4. HT can saturate some internal parts of
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the physical core with two processes. This offers speedups when compared to simply
running each process one after another.
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Fig. 2.4: Simplified diagram of a hyper-threading pipeline used by two processes P & Q to
exploit out-of-order execution.

Backfilling and First-fit can be configured to use both STD and COA methods when
scheduling applications. Exclusive node allocation is considered the default approach
in most batch systems while sharing of nodes through co-allocation is traditionally
not used due to performance concerns.

The co-allocation methods here go beyond standard node sharing that let the
software threads do time sharing as regulated by the operating system. Co-allocation
pins two different jobs to the same cores but different hyper-threading (HT) threads.
This lets the hardware schedule the processes as hardware threads instead of letting
the operating system decide time shares. With twice the number of threads, HT
can lead to cache contention and pollution while communication and I/O-bound
applications can benefit by interleaving their operations.

It is nevertheless expected that placing two instances of the same application on
the same node can lead to significant slowdowns, as the same application instances
can compete for the same resources at the same time. Equal instances of a program
solve the same computational problem and produce similar loads. Sharing the
hardware will therefore lead to contention of the same hardware elements (i.e:
network adapter, ALU), which will indeed slow down the two instances. This setup
will also be explored experimentally.

Measurements of cache-hits and cache-misses across different co-allocation config-
urations using Intel’s Processor Counter Monitor (PCM) 1 tool where indented and
tried but ultimately unsuccessful in the HPC hardware used. The PCM tool required
root configurations that were not accepted within the HPC production system used
for experiments.

1https://github.com/opcm/pcm
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2.2 Methodology

We will explore how specific co-allocation pairings can increase a batch system’s
throughput with two types of co-allocation experiments. First, five applications were
paired and run in permutations within the same compute nodes. These isolation
experiments allow to determine which pairs can finish the same computations in less
node-hours. Using half of the nodes to run both applications will share resources and
lead to runtime slowdowns for each application. The goal is to achieve slowdowns
that are less than twice the original runtime, leading to savings in the total core-
hours needed to solve equivalent workloads. The slowdowns are less than twice the
original runtimes when using half the computing nodes, so fewer node-hours can be
attained. Second, multiple application instances were submitted to a batch system
with co-allocation capabilities, where applications could share nodes in a dynamic
environment. These batch experiments can corroborate that the isolated findings
do translate to savings in a complex and realistic environment. Both experiments
compare co-allocation to standard exclusive strategies. In this section we continue
by describing the software and hardware setups and how the experiments were
performed.

2.2.1 Hardware and Software Setup

All experiments were performed in the MOGON II HPC system at the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz using up to 512 Skylake nodes, 85 GB of memory and
a 100 Gbit/s Intel Omnipath interconnect. Each Skylake node has two 16-core
Xeon Gold 6130 CPUs with hyper-threading, leading to 64 usable logical threads per
node. Both CPUs were configured to behave as four independent NUMA nodes with
independent cache hierarchies by using the Skylake Mesh Architecture [68].

Application were compiled using GCC 6.3 and OpenMPI 3.1.0 [69] without OpenMP
multithreading on a CENTOS 7 distribution. Disabling native multithreading lim-
its the multi-core implementation of algorithms to MPI processes and makes the
mapping of ranks to logical cores simpler. The base batch system SLURM used
in the batch experiments was version 17.11.7. It was also expanded with custom
co-allocation capabilities to run within the existing SLURM batch system already
present in MOGON II.
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2.2.2 The scientific applications

For the experiments we used a subset of the NERSC Trinity mini MPI parallel
application suite [29, 70] so that we could have a realistic batch job queue of
scientific MPI applications that can be scheduled using the techniques described
in Section 2.1.1. The applications were selected for their MPI workloads that
solve different scientific problems and for their configurable test inputs that make
experimental runs easily reproducible. The five applications selected [29, 70] are as
follows:

• AMG is a multigrid equation solver for unstructured grids.
• GTC simulates the turbulent transport of particles in plasmas using the Vlasov

equation.
• miniGHOST simulates heat diffusions across homogeneous domains using a

stencil technique with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
• MILC is a lattice QCD (quantum chromo dynamics) application, which has

been derived from the MIMD Lattice Computation (MILC) Collaboration.
• SNAP mimics the computational workload, memory requirements, and com-

munication patterns of PARTISN, which builds a neutral particle transport
simulator.

The applications were configured to run with inputs suitable for 512, 1,024, 2,048,
and 4,096 MPI ranks equivalent to using 16 to 128 MOGON II compute nodes per
job. It used a standard allocation technique of one rank per physical core. The
rank counts and problem sizes were chosen for suitable scaling of the applications
where adding or removing computational power decreases or increases runtimes
respectively (see [29]). However, we did not investigate the scaling properties of
the applications. We did not perform weak or strong scaling tests in the strict sense,
since they are not relevant to compare the changes between exclusive allocation and
co-allocation.

From the documentation distributed with each application and the LBNL technical
report [71], the applications used have the following resource utilization proper-
ties:

• AMG is highly synchronous and memory bound with parallel efficiency being
largely determined by the latency of network communication and memory-
access speeds.

• GTC is reliant on random access to memory and is mostly bound by the
interconnect due to many small messages used in collective communications.
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• GHOST is memory bandwidth bound with some network sensitivity due to
global collective communications required at each time step in simulations.

• MILC is computationally intense and memory bandwidth bound with a minimal
sensitivity to interconnect since it uses a mix of point to point and collective
operations.

• SNAP utilizes large quantities of memory and is memory bandwidth bound. It
is also parallelized through spatial decomposition.

2.2.3 Baseline allocation and alternative co-allocation setups

To explore the benefits of co-allocation in batch systems an isolated baseline from
the scientific applications is needed. This is done using the allocations previously
depicted in Figure 2.3, where each application solves the same computational
problem using the following four allocations:

1. Standard exclusive allocation (STD) uses N nodes and places R ranks on R
physical cores (one to one). This provides a baseline without oversubscription
or co-allocation.

2. Standard oversubscribed allocation (OVR) uses N nodes and maps 2 ·R ranks
to two ranks per physical core. This doubles the number of ranks while keeping
the compute power and the problem size the same and will show how adding
more threads benefits less from multi-threading.

3. Packed oversubscribed allocation (PCK) takes R ranks and N/2 nodes by map-
ping two ranks to one physical core. It effectively reduces the computational
power of STD by a factor of two and will show how two threads benefit less
from multi-threading.

4. Co-allocation (COA) takes two applications with R ranks and N nodes each to
explore possible benefits in core-hours needed to solve equivalent workloads.
The applications share the nodes by mapping one rank of each application
to the same physical core through SMT, effectively running two distinct STD
configurations in the same node count. The goal of COA is to showcase that
specific distinct workloads can be processed in less core-hours when using
co-allocation.

The first experiments run applications in isolation using STD to show the applications’
runtime in traditional configurations to work as a baseline. Co-allocation is then
explored to show jobs running in pairs and sharing physical cores.

The co-allocation pairings were limited to configurations with the same number of
ranks for each application. This was done to ensure that all nodes of an MPI program
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Fig. 2.5: Figure a) shows applications that share nodes using the same rank count. Unre-

stricted rank counts are avoided as shown in b) due to possible multi-job interfer-
ence or non-interference of some ranks.

are influenced by the same co-allocated application. Any pairing of applications with
different ranks would have a subsection of processes running without interference
and another with interference by a different application. Such asymmetric config-
uration would be difficult to analyze in isolated experiments of pairs and in batch
experiments.

The rank size restriction is shown in Figure 2.5-a, where only applications with
equal rank counts share nodes in an example system. Figure 2.5-b shows how an
unrestricted technique would lead to possible multi-job interference. It is important
in the co-allocation batch experiments that jobs share all of their nodes or none
at all, avoiding the drawbacks of co-allocation scenarios presented in Figure 2.5-
b. Having a subset of nodes shared and another subset used exclusively would
slow down Job 1 across all its exclusive nodes. This could be beneficial to the
alternative of not running if not enough nodes are available, but is detrimental
to performing experiments that consider all possible combinations of partial node-
sharing. Furthermore, SLURM’s current API enforces that the all the ranks of a job
must be pinned to the same core id’s across all used nodes in a cluster. This makes
configurations similar to Job 2 in Figure 2.5-b impossible.
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Fig. 2.6: Applications P and Q run to completion. App. P finishes last while Q generates
load after finishing.

The isolated co-allocation experiments are designed to run both applications si-
multaneously and to completion. To counteract the drawback that one application
will always finish first, the faster was restarted until the slower one finished (load
generation; see Figure 2.6). The extra individual runtimes from this load generation
are discarded and not shown in the results. The effects of the load generation
are nonetheless present in the runtime of the slower application. This is done to
guarantee that the results of isolated tests reflect interference for both applications
from start to finish.

2.2.4 Batch system setup

For the batch experiments we created a queue of 4,096 jobs by randomly selecting
jobs from the set of the five NERSC Trinity mini MPI applications to create a uniform
distribution. Each job randomly got a runtime repetition factors c ∈ {1, 2} that
works as an input for the application to solve a static computational problem c times.
The unit c also gives Backfill the required runtime information to consider whether
a job with a shorter runtime can be backfilled in idle nodes. The effective runtime
of one single undisturbed execution is 1-4 minutes. The rank sizes n for the jobs
have also been randomly and uniformly selected from n ∈ {512, 1024, 2048, 4096}
MPI processes.

Simulations started with all jobs already queued. The queue of 4,096 jobs gave the
scheduling algorithms a big enough source of pending jobs to fetch suitable jobs to
schedule. SLURM was also configured to attempt scheduling the entire queue of jobs
every 15 seconds. Baseline batch simulations were performed using STD exclusive
allocation and co-allocation.

For co-allocation, two different pairing strategies were used. The first COA strategy
naively pairs any possible applications together as long as they have the same
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amount of ranks. The second COA strategy follows the Terrible Twins [26] heuristic
and disallows multiple instances of the same application type to share nodes. All
co-allocation methods allow jobs to share nodes as long as ranks are equal and
regardless of runtime. In all COA strategies, if the scheduler is unable to find a
partner application, the already running job will keep using its cores exclusively
(full performance) until a suitable job is found for co-allocation. The co-allocation
scheduling algorithms are implemented in the SLURM resource manager that runs
within the existing systems SLURM and ran on the MOGON II HPC cluster with
production system settings.

The goal of the batch experiments is to show that a basic heuristic based on co-
allocation can improve batch system throughput by processing more computational
work using the same amount of hardware. The isolated allocation tests on the other
hand establish a baseline to compare against within a controlled environment.

2.2.5 Accounting

Isolated experiments

For isolated experiments all application pairs start simultaneously. The resources
used to complete the computational work were measured for STD and COA exper-
iments. STD experiments use resources in terms of core hours Tcores = t · c that
account for c physical cores used over the (wall clock) runtime t of the application.
For co-allocation experiments the individual core hours of a pair of applications TP

and TQ or the cumulative core hours for the whole pair TP +Q = TP + TQ are consid-
ered. As mentioned previously, it is expected that running certain pairs together will
require less resources than solving equivalent workloads individually.

Batch scheduling

For batch system experiments we used custom metrics based on the available
core hours Tcores in the HPC system and the core hours Tcomp =

∑
i ti · ci used for

computing all finished applications. The Tcores lets us know how many core-hours the
HPC system had available for the applications to use and Tcomp determines how much
the applications actually used. The more cores remain unused due to scheduling gaps,
the bigger the Tcores > Tcomp difference is. In Tcomp the ti is the time application
i has been running using ci cores. The exclusive allocation methods (standard,
packed and oversubscribed) use 32 cores per node and application in the MOGON II
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system. Co-allocation methods share those 32 physical cores effectively using half
the node per application. The TST D

comp is the metric that determines how many core
hours a queue of jobs is expected to use using standard exclusive allocation based
on the average runtime of each application under STD isolated experiments. We
then calculate ratios based on these core-hours metrics and call them efficiencies.
Note that they are not equivalent to scaling efficiency and is only used to described
how well a core-hour metric compares to another.

Our custom efficiency metrics have been derived from core hours. The utilization
efficiency Eutil = Tcomp/Tcores is the fraction of the available core hours used by
the batch scheduler to perform computations. Any unused nodes will hurt this
metric since they are not being used to schedule jobs. Utilization efficiency helps
to quantify the ability of a given scheduling algorithm to pack applications into
the available core hours. The computational efficiency Ecomp = TST D

comp/Tcomp

compares the core hours used by the scheduler to run applications (no waiting time)
to the expected runtime of an exclusive standard allocation (isolated experiments)
technique for the same set of applications.

The schedules of different algorithms can be compared using the scheduling effi-
ciency Esched = Eutil ·Ecomp = TST D

comp/Tcores, which considers how many standard
core hours TST D

comp were scheduled using the available core hours Tcores. The schedul-
ing efficiency is TST D

comp normalized against the available core hours, which effectively
evaluates how much work was processed by the system. The scheduling efficiency
considers how many core hours it would have taken to finish the algorithms specific
schedule under exclusive allocation and compares it with the actual core hours taken
to compute the schedule.

It is important to note that each algorithm can fundamentally compute a different
queue of jobs due to backfilling and job selection. The computational and schedul-
ing efficiencies can be over 100% when batch systems use less resources than an
equivalent STD exclusive allocation in isolated environments.

2.3 Evaluation and results

This section showcases the isolated and batch experiments performed using co-
allocation in batch scheduling environments while taking advantage of SMT for
interleaved resource usage by heterogeneous scientific applications. The first set of
tests are isolated allocation experiments and the second batch scheduling experi-
ments. The isolation experiments will show a clearer picture of how co-allocation can
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affect core-hours and will give baseline for TST D
comp . The batch experiments will show

a realistic behaviour of co-allocation where applications do not start simultaneously
but are paired dynamically as resources become free.

2.3.1 Isolated allocation experiments

First we show the runtime and core hours that each application consumes under
STD, PCK, COA and OVR allocation techniques in Table 2.1. Runtimes are shown in
green first for each application and core hours are second in blue. In this table darker
shades highlighting shorter runtimes and fewer core hours respectively. The values
show the runtimes and core hours of the application listed on the left. These values
are 50% of the core hours used in case of co-allocation, the other 50% are used by
the co-allocated application. The second application at the top is the co-allocated
application generating interference load as discussed in Section2.2. The cumulative
core hours are discussed later in Table 2.2.

The runtimes show that STD allocation offers lower runtimes for all applications
and configurations. PCK has half the available computational hardware and slows
down applications significantly. The core-hours needed to complete the workload of
the main application are also never better than the alternative of co-allocation. With
COA the runtime slowdowns depend on the co-allocated application listed at the top
of the table. Each application has at least three good alternative pairs where COA
offers less core-hours to complete the main applications workload.

The OVR technique keeps the same physical cores as STD, doubles the number of
ranks and uses SMT hyper-threading. Partitioning the same workload on more
threads makes the runtimes slower than STD for nearly all scenarios. The reason for
this is that OVR pairs terrible twins, where more ranks do the same workload and
compete for exactly the same hardware [26] resources.

Normal STD allocation achieves better runtimes in most cases, but is typically less
resource efficient by requiring more core hours when compared to co-allocation.
Figure 2.3-d depicts how COA uses half of the resources when running a pair of
applications in shared hardware. Whenever applications slow down by less than
two times the base runtime, the core hours required will be less and offer therefore
better use of resources. Fewer core hours are depicted in Table 2.1 with darker
shades of blue.

The results for individual applications show that at least one co-allocation setup is
more resource efficient than a STD counterpart (see blue shadings). Any application
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STD PCK COA OVR
ranks exclusive gtc amg milc ghost snap 2x ranks

gt
c

ru
nt

im
e 512 222.3 399.6 374.1 341.8 408.7 482.2 371.2 220.4

1024 225.8 435.1 384.4 357.4 422.3 481.8 372.2 319
2048 248.3 603.8 417.6 385.9 470.1 526.7 405.4 418.2
4096 286.7 798.2 466.9 431.9 518.3 533.3 466.5 494

gt
c

co
re

ho
ur

s 512 31.6 28.4 26.6 24.3 29.1 34.3 26.4 31.3
1024 64.2 61.9 54.7 50.8 60.1 68.5 52.9 90.7
2048 141.3 171.7 118.8 109.8 133.7 149.8 115.3 237.9
4096 326.2 454.1 265.6 245.7 294.9 303.4 265.4 562.1

am
g

ru
nt

im
e 512 76.9 133 120.6 132.6 134.6 149 128.5 80.3

1024 81.2 144.4 127.5 135.7 139.6 153 129.7 80.5
2048 85.6 153.1 129.9 139.2 148.2 161 136.6 97.6
4096 93.2 165.3 140.7 144 163 165 147.1 126.8

am
g

co
re

ho
ur

s 512 10.9 9.5 8.6 9.4 9.6 10.6 9.1 11.4
1024 23.1 20.5 18.1 19.3 19.9 21.8 18.4 22.9
2048 48.7 43.5 36.9 39.6 42.2 45.8 38.9 55.5
4096 106.0 94.0 80.0 81.9 92.7 93.9 83.7 144.3

m
ilc

ru
nt

im
e 512 220.1 433.5 309.5 293.4 324.8 430 320.1 244.5

1024 229.8 465.5 321.3 303.3 325.4 437.2 317.8 279.1
2048 232.8 493.6 325.6 307.5 322.2 416.7 322.3 314.5
4096 241.2 561.2 341.1 322.7 324.4 406.3 334.8 371.3

m
ilc

co
re

ho
ur

s 512 31.3 30.8 22.0 20.9 23.1 30.6 22.8 34.8
1024 65.4 66.2 45.7 43.1 46.3 62.2 45.2 79.4
2048 132.4 140.4 92.6 87.5 91.6 118.5 91.7 178.9
4096 274.4 319.3 194.0 183.6 184.5 231.1 190.5 422.5

gh
os

t
ru

nt
im

e 512 186.7 370.4 243.4 231.9 320.8 362.3 258.9 289.1
1024 195.2 386.6 259 242.6 349 376.1 262.3 305.6
2048 218.8 414.8 268.6 263.6 384.5 384.4 273.6 709.4
4096 184.2 474.2 273.3 255.3 397.8 384.3 273.1 823.9

gh
os

t
co

re
ho

ur
s 512 26.6 26.3 17.3 16.5 22.8 25.8 18.4 41.1

1024 55.5 55.0 36.8 34.5 49.6 53.5 37.3 86.9
2048 124.5 118.0 76.4 75.0 109.4 109.3 77.8 403.6
4096 209.6 269.8 155.5 145.2 226.3 218.6 155.4 937.4

sn
ap

ru
nt

im
e 512 254.8 502.1 460.9 441.7 594.6 690.8 482.3 274.6

1024 208.6 384.1 365.3 347.8 477.3 542.9 373.1 230.9
2048 219.7 408.5 376.6 363.4 476.3 536.2 386.4 282.5
4096 293.5 583.3 482.6 491 595.6 611.8 504.2 581.7

sn
ap

co
re

ho
ur

s 512 36.2 35.7 32.8 31.4 42.3 49.1 34.3 39.1
1024 59.3 54.6 52.0 49.5 67.9 77.2 53.1 65.7
2048 125.0 116.2 107.1 103.4 135.5 152.5 109.9 160.7
4096 333.9 331.8 274.5 279.3 338.8 348.0 286.8 661.8

Tab. 2.1: Runtime and core hours for experiments up to 4,096 ranks using standard, packed,
oversubscribed and co-allocation techniques. Darker shades highlight better
values.
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paired with GTC, AMG, and SNAP always uses fewer core hours to complete, which
makes these three great applications to co-allocate with. Pairing with MILC also
requires fewer or similar core hours than STD in three scenarios. The worst co-
allocation partner is GHOST, because all applications require comparable or more
core hours when paired with GHOST. The highlighted shadings in Table 2.1 show
that shorter runtimes do not imply fewer core-hours.

Table 2.1 shows the individual performance and resource utilization for the applica-
tion listed on the first column on the left. Table 2.2 shows the cumulative resource
utilization of the application pairs combined. The OVR technique is not shown in
this new table since it offers no individual benefits in terms of resource utilization
compared to COA. It is more relevant to investigate the requirements of solving
application pairs sequentially one after another using the STD and PCK techniques
(TP +Q = TP + TQ) using co-allocation.

Table 2.2 shows the combined core hours required to solve fifteen application
pairings using STD, PCK and COA. At a first glance most co-allocations require
less core-hours than STD, with the exception of GHOST plus GHOST and SNAP.
These two pairings offer close resource utilization to STD or worse in the case of
GHOST+GHOST at 4,096 ranks and GHOST+SNAP at 512 and 1,024 ranks.

Figure 2.7 further shows how COA can offer relative savings where all but five COA
pairings (MILC+GHOST, MILC+SNAP, GHOST+GHOST, GHOST+SNAP, SNAP+SNAP)
produce savings of at least 10% and up to 25% for AMG+MILC, AMG+GHOST and
MILC+MILC. All application runtimes have standard deviations below 5% when run
under isolated conditions. Figure 2.7 also shows that avoiding GHOST+GHOST and
SNAP+SNAP and allowing MILC+MILC can reduce resource utilization for the same
workload. Pairing aware scheduling strategies could further increase gains when
co-allocation applications, but are not explored beyond the no-twins heuristic.

The co-allocation experiments shown here are done in isolation outside of a batch
system and offer initial evidence that the benefit of sharing nodes is application
dependent. The existence of beneficial and detrimental pairings becomes evident
when testing the pairings in isolation. If the pairs are chosen carefully, COA can
yield benefits on a batch scheduling system. The potential benefits of COA in batch
systems are explored next.
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ranks STD PCK COA STD PCK COA STD PCK COA
512 63.2 56.8 53.2 42.6 37.9 32.9 62.9 59.2 51.1
1024 128.5 123.8 109.3 87.3 82.4 69.0 129.6 128.1 105.8
2048 282.5 343.5 237.6 190.0 215.3 146.7 273.7 312.1 226.3
4096 652.4 908.2 531.2 432.2 548.1 325.7 600.6 773.3 488.9

gtc+gtc gtc+amg gtc+milc

512 58.2 54.8 51.6 67.9 64.1 59.2 21.9 18.9 18.9
1024 119.8 116.9 105.4 123.6 116.5 104.9 46.2 41.1 38.6
2048 265.7 289.7 226.2 266.2 287.9 222.4 97.4 87.1 79.2
4096 535.8 723.9 458.9 660.1 785.9 539.9 212.1 188.1 163.8

gtc+ghost gtc+snap amg+amg

512 42.2 40.3 30.4 37.5 35.8 27.1 47.2 45.2 40.5
1024 88.5 86.7 63.0 78.6 75.5 56.3 82.4 75.2 67.9
2048 181.1 184.0 129.6 173.2 161.5 120.8 173.7 159.7 142.2
4096 380.5 413.3 276.3 315.6 363.8 239.1 440.0 425.9 363.0

amg+milc amg+ghost amg+snap

512 62.6 61.7 46.2 57.9 57.2 53.4 67.5 66.5 65.0
1024 130.7 132.4 92.6 120.9 121.2 111.8 124.7 120.8 113.1
2048 264.9 280.8 183.3 256.9 258.4 227.9 257.4 256.6 227.2
4096 548.9 638.5 369.1 484.0 589.0 457.4 608.4 651.1 529.3

milc+milc milc+ghost milc+snap

512 53.1 52.7 51.5 62.8 62.0 67.5 72.5 71.4 68.6
1024 111.0 110.0 107.0 114.9 109.6 114.5 118.7 109.3 106.1
2048 248.9 236.0 218.7 249.5 234.2 230.3 250.0 232.4 219.8
4096 419.2 539.5 437.2 543.5 601.6 503.4 667.9 663.7 573.7

ghost+ghost ghost+snap snap+snap
Tab. 2.2: Cumulative core hours for running a pair of applications under STD, PCK and

COA techniques. Darker shades show fewer core hours required.
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Fig. 2.7: Cumulative core hour savings of co-allocation vs. STD.

2.3.2 Batch scheduling experiments

The main hypothesis of this work is that specific co-allocation pairings of applications
can benefit batch systems in terms of scheduling efficiency by reducing the required
core-hours needed to solve equivalent workloads. All full batch experiments were
performed four times (with queues of jobs) with the Backfill and First-fit scheduling
algorithms using SLURM. Each batch experiment ran for one hour and used 512
nodes with 32 physical cores each and 16,384 cores in total. The SLURM scheduling
system was allowed to schedule and run as many jobs as possible in one hour
time. Furthermore, the applications were configured using the setup described in
Section 2.2.4. Three batch experiments were tested, one with STD allocation, one
with a naive co-allocation scheme unaware of bad pairing and a scheme not allowing
twins in the co-allocation heuristic.

Figure 2.8 depicts the average utilization, computational, and scheduling efficiency
for each tested scheduling algorithm and allocation method for a total of six setups.
Utilization efficiency is the fraction of the available core hours used by the batch-
scheduler to perform computations. The measured utilization efficiency shows no
overhead required to utilize co-allocation with Backfill and instead shows a slight
increase in utilization for co-allocation, although still within the margin of error.
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Fig. 2.8: Efficiency for Backfill and First-fit algorithms when using standard, naive and no
twins.

Fig. 2.9: Percentage of different ranks run by schedulers.
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The utilization efficiency shows that no scheduling algorithm can achieve perfect
utilization of the available core-hours within the batch experiments.

The computational efficiency compares the batch core hours used to finish all appli-
cations (not including waiting), to the expected runtime of an exclusive standard
allocation in isolated experiments. The computational efficiency of co-allocation
techniques is competitive with the exclusive standard methods for both Backfill and
First-fit. The no-twins setups has 113% computational efficiency with Backfill and
119% with First-fit. Naive co-allocation achieves 101% and 106% for Backfill and
First-fit respectively. These computational efficiencies show that COA methods can
improve upon exclusive utilization of resources.

The scheduling efficiency compares the actual core hours taken to compute the
queue of jobs (including waiting for resources) to the core hours it would have taken
to finish the batch-algorithms specific schedule while using exclusive allocation.
This scheduling efficiency also increases for the co-allocation versions. The Backfill
schedule with no twins allowed has 98% scheduling efficiency and 109% for First-fit
no twins techniques. The scheduling efficiency of no-twins improves slightly over
the naive techniques since most twin application interfere by competing for the same
resources. This shows that available resources to complete the queue of jobs are
used more efficiently.

The amount of jobs each algorithm can schedule and run can change due to the
algorithm and pairing restrictions. Figure 2.9 shows the amount of jobs scheduled
from each size. The difference between Backfill and the First-fit can be attributed
to First-fit algorithms having a bias to prefer smaller ranks sizes. First-fit often fills
small amounts of free nodes with small jobs, which gives it a bias. This is a good
area to explore improved algorithms combined with co-allocation to reduce biases
and to further increase computational efficiency.

2.3.3 Profiling

From the previous experiments it is clear that co-allocation can improve efficiency.
To understand the source of these benefits we can profile the applications. The
profiling information will show which sections of the algorithms slow down the
most.

In Figures 2.10 to 2.14 the average runtimes for the different sections of each appli-
cation are shown. The main sections showcased are the computational workload,
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Fig. 2.10: Average runtime of SNAP functions relative to STD.

significant MPI API functions (selected based on their share of the required runtime)
and other miscellaneous MPI functions.

Each application is evaluated based on the rank sizes by showing the standard
allocation first, packed allocation second, best and worst runtimes of co-allocation
last. The packed version is presented for comparison purposes. It oversubscribes
hardware with the homogeneous workload of the application itself.

The first notable MPI function across all applications is the initialization section
MPI_INIT, which is relatively short and only sees a big rise in runtime share for
AMG (see Figure 2.13). This initialization should become negligible for application
runtimes in the order of hours instead of minutes.

The second notable MPI function that increases its runtime when co-allocated is the
global communication function MPI_Allreduce. GTC in Figure 2.11 sees a doubling
of the MPI_Allreduce runtime for packed. It also increases for the best co-allocation
scenario with AMG and increases even further with GHOST, which is the worst case.
AMG and GHOST also see increased runtimes for their packed and co-allocated
versions when compared to STD.

Computation is the third section profiled for the applications. With co-allocation
the number of ranks within a node running both applications are doubled. From
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Fig. 2.11: Average runtime of GTC functions relative to STD.

512 1024 2048 4096best worst

Fig. 2.12: Average runtime of MILC functions relative to STD.
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Fig. 2.13: Average runtime of AMG functions relative to STD.

512 1024 2048 4096best worst

Fig. 2.14: Average runtime of GHOST functions relative to STD.
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the profiling figures it can be seen that packing an application will be worse or
at best similar to the best co-allocated alternative. For this reason the no-twins
heuristic can be used to enforce heterogeneous computational workloads to saturate
computational resources. The main takeaway is that co-allocated applications
experience a slowdown by a factor smaller than two when paired with the best
possible alternative partner.

2.3.4 Discussion of the results

This chapter performed parallel co-allocation experiments of MPI applications of up
to 128 nodes. The experiments placed applications with equal amount of ranks on
the same set of nodes and shared cores using one rank per HT. The experiments
included profiling of the compute and networking sections of each application and
also performed batch systems tests to show the overall HPC system throughput
improvements. After investigating the benefits of co-allocation, showed that most
heterogeneous co-allocation pairs used fewer resources (core hours) when compared
to simple application packing or even standard allocation. Application packing was
done by oversubscribing resources with more ranks from the same application and
running it alone. This lead to slowdowns that were greater than simply running the
application with one rank per core, without any throughput benefits. The benefits of
(heterogeneous) interleaved hardware utilization discussed in Section 2.1.2 can be
referenced as the source of the savings from co-allocation of distinct applications.

The experiments were done using five applications and showed that less cour-hours
are needed to complete equivalent workloads when using co-allocation. More
applications can give co-allocation aware schedulers more opportunities to find good
pairings and also to have more options to avoid bad pairs.

Both Backfill and First-fit batch scheduling algorithms can improve upon exclusive
scheduling when the scheduler is allowed to use co-allocation. Both were setup to
use a simple naive (all pairs allowed) and a no-twins co-allocation heuristic that
prohibits the co-allocation of two applications of the same type. The amount of
resources needed to complete application runs is reduced when choosing good co-
allocated pairs, which in turn benefits scheduling algorithms by using less resources
to solve queues of jobs.

It was also described that the First-fit scheduler performed better than Backfill in
terms of scheduling efficiency when the job queues are smaller and less varied.
Nevertheless, the testing scenario accounted for this bias with a huge queue of jobs
so that Backfill could be able to find a job to perform the backfilling tasks.
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Overall the benefits of co-allocation within both scheduling algorithms were evident
and more pronounced when only good pairs were allowed. It is possible that more
sophisticated heuristics ( e.g. being based on resource usage characterizations) can
be implemented within co-allocation algorithms of batch schedulers to make better
pairing choices on the fly. Matrices of good and bad pairs could also be dynamically
generated during normal scheduling operation by allowing applications to share
nodes without limits. After multiple runs, the matrix could be updated with the
latest metrics recording core-hours needed to solve the problems.
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Failure probability aware
checkpoint intervals

3

The mitigation of hardware related failures is becoming more important as the failure
rates and amount of components in big HPC systems increases. High component
counts increase the risk of at least one hardware element failing, which can translate
into software failures for HPC applications. HPC users have the opportunity to
use checkpoints to save the state of their applications in case a failure and crash
occurs. The decision of when to create a checkpoint is also critical for users who
have quotas that restrict the amount of resources they can use in HPC systems.
Creating a checkpoint is not free, since it usually requires pausing computations
and spends time creating a save state. Too many indiscriminate checkpoints would
require the allocated compute time to be used in creating them, instead of doing
actual computations. This indiscriminate checkpoint time is wasted when no failures
happen at all, and when failures do happen, restarting could be cheaper than doing
too many checkpoints.

It is possible to perform checkpoints in static intervals to have save points at var-
ious points in time. This has the added benefit of reducing the average cost of
checkpointing when considering lost computations and restarting. To benefit from
interval based checkpoints and reduce cost, the interval has to be chosen optimally
to not outweigh the expected costs of lost computations and restarts. The traditional
checkpoint intervals that have been defined in literature are meant to be used for
extremely long running applications in systems where failures are highly probable.
In practice this assumption rarely holds since applications have shorter runtimes and
fewer nodes than would be necessary to increase the probability of failures occurring.
By accounting for job runtimes and node counts it is possible to optimize checkpoint
intervals and reduce resource waste associated with checkpointing overheads.

To have an example overview of the type of HPC jobs that make up batch queues we
showcase here the system statistics of the MOGON II HPC system at the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz. The jobs in these batch systems could benefit from
custom checkpoint intervals not defined in previous works. Over a period of two
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years we analyzed four million user jobs and was able to determine that ∼1.59%
of submitted jobs crashed from non user related hardware or system software
failures.

runtime in hours

Fig. 3.1: Distribution of the runtime from user jobs within the MOGON II HPC system
(blue). The red curve is the cumulative distribution function of runtimes and the
dotted curves the failure probability distributions for five node counts.

Furthermore, we were able to determine the amount of resources used by the HPC
jobs. Figure 3.1 shows a normalized distribution (count of jobs) of runtimes for jobs
in the Mogon II system. The Figure also shows the equivalent cumulative distribution
function (CDF) for the runtimes and an extra five Weibull failure probabilities
(plotted to their own probability Y axis) for jobs with node counts up to 1,024. The
dotted curves are the failure probabilities for the jobs with shown runtimes (X axis)
and 16, 64, 256, 512 and 1,024 nodes. The shown failure probability of each job
curve (dotted) depends on the runtime, node count and the MTBF of the system.
Note how the probability of failure increases with the number of nodes used by a job
so that a job with 512 nodes and 8 hours of runtime can have a failure probability
of 50%, while the same job runtime for 1,024 nodes has a 65% failure probability. It
is noteworthy that most jobs are shorter (3.91h) than the system MTBF of 5.71h.

Figure 3.2 shows how the job node size distribution of the Mogon II system looks
like. Similar failure probability curves are shown as before but based on runtimes
of 1, 5, 10, and 50 hours. It is again noteworthy that the amount of nodes used by
jobs is commonly small and that they are mostly in powers of two. This reinforces
this observation since it shows that at least 50% of the job node counts are smaller
than 26 nodes, 75% smaller than 54 nodes and 90% smaller than 104 nodes. A job
has to use at least 74 nodes for a runtime of over 50 hours for its failure probability
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nodes
Fig. 3.2: Node distribution of user jobs within the Mogon II HPC system (blue). The

corresponding red curve indicates the CDF and the dotted curves the failure
probability distributions.

to reach coin toss odds of 50%. Shorter jobs running for 1 hour would need to use
3,826 nodes to fail with a probability of 50%. This data set shows that many jobs
have probabilities of failure, which are quite low.

Browne et al. [22] found within the Lonestar4 and Ranger systems, that their node
and runtime distributions are also skewed to lower runtimes and node sizes. This
characteristic is common and Amvrosiadis et al. [72] reported that in the LANL
Trinity and LANL Mustang traces 80% of the jobs lasted less than 3 hours for the
Mustang and 6 hours for the Trinity system. The LANL traces show that MPF jobs
are also very common and that around 90% of their jobs use less than 128 nodes.

Checkpoint intervals calculated using the assumption that jobs have high failure
probabilities can cause significant resource waste. The jobs from various HPC
systems listed previously have HPC jobs that do not conform with the high failure
probability assumption. The checkpoint intervals can be improved by considering
the individual failure probability of a job by accounting for the number of nodes
used and expected runtime. The job failure aware checkpoint method proposed
further in this chapter will use a novel cost function that is independent of the failure
distribution of HPC systems. This aware method weighs the cost of checkpoints with
the generalized failure probability and gives two examples using Weibull and Poisson
distributed failures. The method we propose enables users of common medium jobs
to reduce the average overhead of checkpointing and therefore lower the number of
required core hours to compute workloads.
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3.1 Related work

The main resilience measure used in HPC systems is checkpointing. Checkpointing
regularly saves the state of an application with a checkpoint to restart computations
after a system failure. To minimize the overhead of continuous checkpointing, the
choice of interval between checkpoints cannot be left to arbitrary values.

The main theoretical framework to model the overhead of checkpoint and restart
methods and to determine the optimal interval was developed by Young [31] and
Daly [32].

Young developed a first order approximation for optimal checkpoints for long running
applications with exponential failure distributions with high failure probabilities.
His proposed optimal interval is fixed and equals

√
2Mtc where M is the mean time

between failures and tc the checkpoint cost. Daly continued Young’s work by taking
into account restart costs, leading to the higher order approximation of the same
fixed interval for exponential failures (

√
2Mtc + tc). His derived interval showed

that the restart times did not contribute to the interval determination, even after
considering them in the derivation. We expand on previous works based on interval
based checkpoints by considering jobs with low probabilities of failure. The works
derived from the Daly / Young failure model also fail to consider jobs with lower
failure probabilities. These types of jobs tend to have either shorter runtimes, less
nodes or run on very stable systems with low failure probabilities.

Bouguerra et al. proposed such a method that searches for an interval that minimizes
the average completion time of jobs in systems with Weibull failure distributions[73].
The authors also showed that the traditional periodic checkpointing strategies are
optimal when all nodes rejuvenate to failure free states with no previous history of
failures. This is often referred to as rejuvenation and is a very restrictive requirement
in practice. For rejuvenation to apply in practice, an HPC system would need new
nodes with no previous history of failures that might affect future behavior. The
work presented here does not model its failures using component rejuvenation and
instead assumes that available nodes within the HPC system will be used to run
re-queued jobs after a failure. The approach of this thesis is also compatible with
Weibull distributions and differs from the work by Bouguerra by searching through
intervals to minimize checkpointing costs.

Bougeret et al. proposed a heuristic called DPNextFailure to determine checkpoint
intervals in multi-node systems. The heuristic maximizes the work done before a
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failure instead of minimizing waste or makespan [74]. Their method is very com-
putationally intensive because it recursively calculates probabilities for all possible
intervals. Their approach does consider failure probabilities, but does not account
for the total runtime of an application in the probability calculations. It instead
calculates failure probabilities for intervals, making it inaccurate for MPF jobs. The
recursive algorithm also makes their method very computationally expensive with cu-
bic complexity. Although their results are suitable for their modeling of rejuvenated
failures, their approach lacks the possibility to accurately determine checkpoints for
jobs with lower failure probabilities.

Jin et al. [75] expanded Young’s interval approximation by considering multiple
nodes and spare nodes. Jin arrived at a first order approximation that matches
Young’s when the recovery cost is zero. As previously mentioned, the methods
shown in this thesis relies on existing nodes within a batch system and does not use
new spare idle nodes. Jin’s work also does not account for jobs with lower failure
probabilities.

Subasi et al. [76] proposed several analytical formulations for arbitrary failure
distributions making their calculated intervals usable for many failure characteristics.
Their method is however still inadequate for jobs with lower probabilities of failures.
Our approach also models arbitrary failure distributions, as long as density functions
and truncated moment formulas are available.

Bessho et al. [77] used in their intervals a scaled MTBF for multi-node systems,
where only the amount of nodes that the application uses were considered. This
aspect is part of the method presented in this thesis. We perform simulations of
batch systems by scaling the MTBF according to the node count of used by jobs
and by treating the failures of distinct nodes as independent. This assumption was
explored and validated by Aupy et al. [78] and is reasonable for failures of individual
components. Failures that cause multiple components to fail, i.e: network switch
failure, would have to be accounted for in the modeling of the failure distribution.
This task is difficult and requires empirical data of how correlated failures behave.
This scenario is therefore not considered in this work.

Herault et al. [79] explored how checkpointing is influenced by I/O resource
contention. Their approach is similar to the interval approximation of Daly but
expands it by including modeling of I/O utilization by applications. Our approach
requires the I/O overhead to be modeled within the cost of checkpointing.

Tiwari et al. [80] explored a fixed interval method that takes into account an
estimate for the average fraction of lost work in their checkpoint formula. Our
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method also considers this lost work after a failure but unlike Tiwari, we do not use
a heuristic estimate. We instead calculate accurate statistical values using truncated
moments of the failure distributions from the HPC system. The use of truncated
moments is one of the main differences and contributions that the method presented
here contributes to previous works.

El-Sayed et al. [81] concluded that for their LANL systems the extra overhead of
variable checkpoint intervals was not justified. In accordance with this assessment we
focus on fixed checkpoint intervals for applications. Nevertheless, the checkpointing
interval computed for a specific job can be updated using new residual runtime left.
This is also possible after restarting the job from a failure, because our approach can
compute an interval for the reminder runtime of the job.

Jayasekara et al. [82] included the time needed to detect a failure in their interval
determination method. They managed to solve optimality using a Lambert function
and by not assuming that all single node failures are fatal. This assumption is
not shared by most HPC checkpointing approaches. The method we present here
considers the first encountered failure to be fatal, since protecting against fatal errors
is the main goal of using a checkpoint and restart method.

Gupta et al. [83] showed that some failures can be correlated based on physical
proximity and that these types of errors need to be modeled differently to account for
failures occurring on multiple components. The method we present later can support
such locality of failures when they are modeled within the failure distribution. This
is however not trivial, as it requires empirical data to model the distribution correctly.
We also require the failure distribution to model the whole HPC system and not
just sub-components like a node or disks. The failure distributions are therefore
preferably derived from real logs or other types of empirical data.

Finally the model used for the interval method we propose does not need to consider
multiple failures fatally interrupting an application. This follows from how parallel
MPI applications behave in real systems when they fail. A parallel application
with intercommunicating processes fails catastrophically upon encountering the
first failure and any subsequent failures of the used components affect unused
nodes because the application already failed or affects nodes being used on a new
scheduled application. Furthermore, there is no need to consider any sequence of
non-fatal failures that do not invalidate computations. It is therefore our stance that
multiple failures do not change interval determination before encountering the first
fatal failure.
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3.2 Problem Formulation

The main goal of this checkpoint aware chapter is to optimize the checkpoint interval
length τ for each HPC job by taking into account their individual failure probabilities.
Optimal checkpoints need to statistically balance the checkpoint creation overhead
and the wasted computations caused by a failure after the last checkpoint.

Figure 3.3 depicts the runtime of an application, the checkpoints being performed
at intervals and a failure crashing the execution. The value tc is the time needed
to create a checkpoint every τ time units. For an estimated base runtime of tb of
the job as given by the user, the total runtime of the job becomes longer due to the
amount of performed checkpoints. The final runtime is then t = tb + ntc, where n
checkpoints are performed and no failure occurs. When a failure happens at tf , the
computations w after the last checkpoint are wasted and the application needs to be
reloaded for a cost l.

tc τ w

load checkpoint

computation

checkpoint cost

waste-unrecoverable

not-performed / visual aid

Failure tf

Time

start

l

l

Requeue
& Restart tu

end

tb = 6τ → t = tb + 5tc

← (t′b = l + 2τ)

τ

τ

tc

τ

w

(mean) time between failures

ττ

τ

w

l

Fig. 3.3: Diagram showing the cyclical processes of periodic checkpoints between computa-
tion phases. In the event of a failure the application is re-queued and restarted by
loading the checkpoint.

To optimize the checkpoint interval τ the following Assumption about the runtime
of applications 1 needs to be made:

Assumption 1. The base runtime of an application running without checkpoints can
be estimated and provided by the user or some other predictive system.

Users already provide an upper bound for the submitted job’s runtime to the batch
system making this requirement possible to fulfill. The accuracy of a users estimate
could be further improved using past history of successfully completed instances.

Furthermore, a random variable F can be used to model the occurrence of failures
within an HPC system so that the realization of F can determine a failure time 0 ≤ tf
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of when a failure occurs. It becomes possible to establish whether a job fails for
tf < t, otherwise the job succeeds.

Equation 3.1 shows the expected average cost Ŝ of performing checkpoints for failure
times at tf . The cost Ŝ can then be simulated by performing periodic checkpoints
and F failure events for a job runtime t and interval τ . Any runtime within Ŝ

is considered a cost because it is not used for the original computations of the
application. The first term (3.1a) of Equation 3.1 is the total cost of performing
checkpoints bmin(t, tf )/(τ + tc)c in each simulated event. This cost is always paid
to checkpoint a job even when the job does not fail.

Ŝ = 1
F

F∑
f=1

tcbmin(t, tf )/(τ + tc)c (3.1a)

+ tf mod (τ + tc) if tf < t. (3.1b)

The term 3.1b continues by adding the wasted time that was not covered by a
checkpoint. This time is the runtime after the last successful checkpoint (tf mod (τ +
tc)) in case a failure occurs at time tf < t. The cost function Ŝ is discontinuous due
to the floor functions that models the actual number of checkpoints that occur at
lower failure probabilities.

In the experimental Section 3.4 we will explore how Equation 3.1 converges to
the traditional checkpoint costs when the failure event tf < t occurs with high
probability. It will also be shown how the optimal interval developed in Section 3.3
expands the traditional methods with the case of tf > t for jobs with medium
probability of failure (MPF jobs). Additionally we will showcase how the stepped
effects of the floor function are smoothed out at failure probabilities close to one.

The cost function Ŝ can work with arbitrary failure distributions F if the truncated
moments (cf. Eq. (3.12)) exist and if the failure assumptions hold. We will also
provide working examples with Weibull failure distributions for their flexibility [84]
and Poisson for its use in previous work [31, 32].

HPC jobs are submitted to a batch system that queues the jobs based on priorities
and then proceeds to wait for resources before executing said user programs. When
a job fails with a valid checkpoint available, it can be re-queued into the batch
system and eventually restart as a new job with a new base runtime t′b and with
nodes from within the already existing HPC system. Re-queued jobs that restart can
be checkpointed since they will be susceptible to failures again. In the modeling and
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simulations we ignore the waiting/queuing time of jobs within the batch system,
because waiting consumes no system resources. This waiting time is traditionally
also not taken into account by any other previous work. For the additional time
needed to restart from the last checkpoint, the following Assumption 2 is made in
accordance with previous works that show no contribution from the restart time [32,
79, 80, 75, 82]:

Assumption 2. The restart time for a failed and re-queued job is known and is part of
the new base runtime t′b.

A re-queued job is considered a new job within batch systems, which allows for
a new checkpoint interval τ ′ to be computed for the new base runtime t′b when it
restarts. Note that all meaningful failures are considered catastrophic.

The following Assumption 3 accounts for failures being related through spatial
locality and for multiple failures affecting the same application. It also requires
that the failures of a system are modeled as a whole for the HPC system instead of
modeling failures per node (component rejuvenation).

Assumption 3. An application fails catastrophically upon encountering the first node
failure that stops computations. Multiple correlated failures can affect newly re-queued
jobs and should be modeled within the failure distributions of the whole system.

In the next section we will derive the mathematical model of the problem formu-
lation described previously. We will then show in Section 3.4 that the MPF aware
checkpoint intervals offer lower expected checkpointing costs for MPF jobs compared
to other methods.

3.3 Checkpoint Algorithm

Determining an analytical solution of an optimal checkpoint interval length based
on Equation 3.1 is difficult because of the floor functions present. Another issue with
a fixed analytical formulation is that it would be tied to a single failure distribution
and would not permit to model arbitrary failure characteristics. Instead of an
analytical solution for a specific failure distribution, we will provide an iterative
algorithm that can evaluate which values of τ offer a minimal cost given an expected
application failure probability. The iterative algorithm will not necessarily determine
the optimal analytical value of τ in a mathematical sense, but will instead provide fast
computation method accurate in practice that can be implemented in production.
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3.3.1 Cost function

It is important to combine the job and system characteristics needed to model
checkpointing as a vector s:

s = (tc, τ,M, t, tf ),

Within vector s the time tc is the cost required to perform a single checkpoint, τ
is the computing time between two checkpoints (end of a checkpoint and start of
another), M is the MTBF of the whole HPC system (related to the compute nodes),
t the runtime of the application to be checkpointed and tf is the time at which a
failure happens.

Previous works that compute optimal checkpoint intervals perform the assumption
that jobs encounter failures almost certainly. This translates into high failure proba-
bilities due to long running applications compared to the MTBF of the underlying
system. The approach presented here removes this limitation by considering the
failure probability of each job individually. The approach also weighs the costs
related to the job failing or succeeding with each respective probability of occurring.
Considering a single job with total runtime t and a possible failure occurring at tf ,
the following two part cost function can be defined:

C(tf , t) :=

Cok if tf > t

Cfail if 0 ≤ tf ≤ t
(3.2)

Furthermore, the individual costs of each possible event can be defined as:

Cok :=
õ

t

τ + tc

û
tc, (3.3a)

Cfail := tf −
õ

tf
τ + tc

û
τ. (3.3b)

The cost function presented here accounts for the cost that needs to be paid if
the job terminates successfully, plus the wasted cost in case of a failure. The sub-
cost function Cok accumulates the time spent creating the checkpoints, which is
considered a cost and is independent of the failure time tf . The sub-cost function
Cfail represents the traditional checkpointing cost of previous works. The function
calculates the difference of the time tf at which the failure occurs and the successfully
completed full computation intervals tu = τ + tc until tf . Anything left from the
subtraction is the cost of performing checkpoints plus the wasted computations
that were not saved after the last checkpoint. In this failure case the computation
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progress is accounted for by the computation chunk τ and the rest is wasted work
that constitutes a cost. If no checkpoints would be performed, all computations
would be wasted in the case of a failure. In both scenarios the total time t = tb + ntc

depends on the value of the time interval τ between two checkpoints.

Both cases in 3.2 use floor functions to determine checkpoint counts, which makes
this approach different from previous works. The floor function computes the
number of checkpoints by producing a whole number (e.g. 4.35 7→ 4) that accounts
for only the cost of checkpoints that are actually performed. The main drawback
is that the floor function produces a non-continuous cost function for MPF jobs
For traditional jobs where the probability of failure approaches 1 the cost function
retains relative smoothness. This will be shown experimentally later.

In summary, the cost function C consists of two cases that account for the cost of
checkpointing and wasted computations when failures occur. Restart and resume
costs are conceptually modeled within batch system simulations and the job re-
queueing after catastrophic failures.

Substituting the random variable F that models the occurrence of failures (see
examples in Section 3.3.3), into the cost function (3.2) yields the new random
variable C(F, t) with an expected value

EC := E[C(F, t)] (3.4)

that represents the expected cost checkpointing a job. This expected cost in Equa-
tion (3.4) is a function of τ , where the (mathematical) optimal value of τ is the
minimum of the expected cost (3.4). Determining the optimal τ with their own
smooth cost functions was the approach taken by Young/Daly and Bougeret.

By definition, the expected cost EC (3.4) may be written as

EC =
t∫

0

Cfail(x, t)p(x) dx+
∞∫
t

Cok(x, t)p(x) dx (3.5a)

=
t∫

0

Cfail(x, t)p(x) dx+
∞∫
t

õ
t

τ + tc

û
tcp(x) dx (3.5b)

=
t∫

0

Cfail(x, t)p(x) dx+
õ

t

τ + tc

û
tc

∞∫
t

p(x) dx (3.5c)

=
t∫

0

Cfail(x, t)p(x) dx+
õ

t

τ + tc

û
tc(1− P (t)) (3.5d)
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where the Cumulative distribution function (CDF) P (t) =
t∫

0
p(x) dx represents the

probability of a failure occurring before time t. The fail part in (3.5) can be expanded
using the definition in 3.3b:

t∫
0

Cfail(x, t)p(x) dx ;x = tf (3.6a)

=
t∫

0

Å
x−
õ

x

τ + tc

û
τ

ã
p(x) dx (3.6b)

=
t∫

0

xp(x) dx− τ
t∫

0

õ
x

τ + tc

û
p(x) dx (3.6c)

= µt − τ n̂f (3.6d)

Here µt =
t∫

0
xp(x) dx is the first right truncated moment of the failure distribution.

The first right truncated moment is also known as the partial average of the distri-
bution from F [85]. Using the truncated moment enables the modeling of average
runtimes before a failure for MPF jobs and is new among checkpoint determination
techniques. In Equation (3.6c) τ can be taken out of the integral since it is inde-
pendent of t, leading to a factor that represents the mean amount of checkpoints
in case of failures n̂f . Equation (3.6c) may be interpreted as the mean runtime
of applications that fail, minus the mean time spent doing actual computations.
Effectively, this term represents the expected time spent doing checkpoints plus the
wasted computations that need to be redone upon a failure.

The expected number of checkpoints n̂f before a failure at tf in (3.6d) can be
numerically calculated using a finite sum based on t:

n̂f =
t/tu∑
i=0

i · [ P ((i+ 1)tu)− P (itu) ] , (3.7)

This form of n̂f can be obtained by splitting up the second integral from Equation
(3.6c) into intervals where the integrand is smooth. Within the sum, each count i is
weighted by the probability of a failure occurring in the particular interval. To our
knowledge, this is also the first formulation of it.
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The expected costs EC can therefore be summarized in Equation (3.8) as the sum of
the partial costs for failures (3.8a) and successes (3.8b):

EC = µt − τ
t/tu∑
i=0

i · [ P ((i+ 1)tu)− P (itu) ] (3.8a)

+
õ

t

τ + tc

û
tc(1− P (t)) (3.8b)

The final Equation (3.8) is used for Algorithm 1 to find the value of tu that minimizes
it.

3.3.2 Iterative Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Compute tu for which EC is minimal.
Data: system s with input tb.
Result: tu with minimum expected cost.
U = [ 1

60 ,
2
60 ,

3
60 . . . , t− tc] ; tu ∈ U in hours

cmin = maxflag ;
umin = undefined ;
foreach tu in U do

c = EC(tb, tu); Eq. 3.8
if c < cmin then

cmin = c;
umin = tu;

return umin

Algorithm 1 uses Equation (3.8) to search for an approximated optimal checkpointing
interval τ . It iterates over the set U of tu choices for tu = τ + tc with a resolution
of one minute and then computes the associated expected cost using Equation 3.8.
Finally it keeps track of the minimum cost to select the value of tu, which maintains
the waste at a minimum.

3.3.3 Poisson and Weibull examples

The random variable F is usually modeled with a Poisson and Weibull failure
distribution [32, 83, 86, 84]. These two distributions are shown here as examples,
but Equation 3.8 and Algorithm 1 is derived independently of them. Algorithm 1
requires the properties of F to be known and available, which for Weibull includes
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the scaling factor w. The probability density function of an example random variable
F that models both Weibull and Poisson is

p(x) = w

λw

( x

λw

)w−1
e−( x

λw
)w for x ≥ 0 (3.9)

with the parameter

λw = M

Γ(1 + 1
w )

(3.10)

where w = 1 gives the Poisson distribution and w 6= 1 the Weibull distribution. Each
of these distributions also has a first right truncated moment µt (the incomplete
mean) as given by, e.g. [87],

µt =
∫ t

0
xp(x) dx (3.11)

=


Mγ

Å
1
w + 1,

(
tΓ( 1

w
+1)

M

)w
ã

if Weibull

M
(
1−

(
t

M + 1
))

exp
(
− t

M

)
if Poisson

(3.12)

where Γ(·) is the one parameter gamma function, γ(·, ·) is the two parameter gamma
function and w the Weibull factor that models Weibull failure distributions [85]. The
use of truncated moments for checkpoint determination allows for the modeling of
relevant parameters to be done numerically.

Finally the failure probability until time t is

P (t) =

1− exp
Å
−
Å

tΓ(1+ 1
w )

M

ãwã
if Weibull

1− exp
(
− t

M

)
if Poisson

(3.13)

3.3.4 Usability

The statistics mined from the MOGON II HPC system show that MPF jobs are
common. Furthermore, using Equation 3.8 and Algorithm 1 system administrators
could deploy an implementation of an FPS for their users. Such a program can
provide the best aware checkpointing interval to applications. Users need to only
provide the expected runtime and node count of their applications. These parameters
are already present in batch system submission scripts. The program can then
compute an interval for the specific runtime of the application allowing the user
to tune their checkpointing method. The result is less expected costs from using
interval based checkpoints.
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3.4 Simulation and Results

This section shows the performed simulations of HPC jobs to compare the pro-
posed MPF aware algorithm to multiple traditional algorithms, specifically: Daly’s
(2006) second order estimate [32], Bouguerra’s (2009) Weibull approach [73], Sub-
asi’s (2017) general method [76], Jayasekara’s (2019) method considering failure
detection costs [82] and Tiwari’s (2014) waste-aware (OCI) approach [80].

In the simulations there is a brief comparison to Bougeret’s (2011) heuristic DP-
NextFailure (DPNF) [74]. This Heuristic is computationally expensive due to its
O(t3) complexity. Additionally the DPNF method does not provide significant im-
provements in MPF scenarios compared to the other five methods. The checkpoint
intervals based on Algorithm 1 are called “aware intervals" because they account
for the job failure probability.

Algorithm 1 was implemented single-threaded with Python 2.7 using the NumPy
1.16 and SciPy 1.2 libraries and an Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU @ 2.00GHz. The imple-
mentation of Equation 3.8 can evaluates 25,000 costs per second and Algorithm 1
can compute at least 400 aware intervals per second.

The simulations shown here will model the failure characteristics on an HPC system
using a synthetic Weibull failure distribution with a weight factor of 0.8. Weibull is a
good fit for the LANL ATLAS system failures as shown by Yuan et al. [88]. From now
on we will use mainly the Weibull distribution, but will also provide summarized
results with the Poison distribution.

The MTBF used in the failure distribution represents an entire HPC system. For a job
using partial node counts the MTBF of the system is then scaled to the node count
of each job through

MTBFjob = MTBFmachine ·
Nmachine
Njob

(3.14)

where Nmachine and Njob denote the node number of the whole machine and the job,
respectively. This scaling of MTBF is consistent with modeling in previous works
[83, 79]. For systems where this cannot apply, the MTBF of the specific nodes would
have to be determined differently. This nevertheless, does not invalidate the use of
the adapted MTBF’s within the checkpointing algorithms.

A total of F = 10, 000 failure events were sampled from the failure distributions
and used in a simple monte-carlo simulation to calculate the average cost Ŝ from
Equation 3.1. The ratio of successes and failures to the total F coincides with
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the failure probability of the job. The average simulated checkpoint cost (Ŝ) from
Equation 3.1 includes the cost of checkpointing and the cost of computations lost
from failures. This cost is used to compare the various methods.

3.4.1 Interval and cost function simulation

The first set of experiments compare all algorithms against the simulated average
checkpoint costs of Equation 3.1. It uses F failure events at time tf .

Figures 3.4 to Figure 3.6 show the simulated (blue) and the estimated (dotted red)
costs (using Equation 3.8) of four distinct application runtimes t 18.99h, 116.54h,
6.59h, 22.51h as a function of the checkpoint interval τ (x axis). The τ based
suggested interval value of each algorithm is marked in the full final cost for the
simulation (blue). All panels shown run on a system with a MTBF of 24 hours and
with a checkpoint cost of half an hour. Further configurations are shown in later
experiments.
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Fig. 3.4: Simulated and aware-algorithm costs of checkpointing for jobs with 60% probabil-
ity of failing. The aware algorithm is shown in a black circle.

The first noteworthy feature in Figure 3.4 is the good accuracy of the model in
red with relation to the stochastically simulated events in blue. Numerically, the
standard error of costs for the proposed model is consistently below 10−2 or an
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equivalent interval value of 1.6 minutes. Qualitatively, the cost curve in blue closely
follows the simulated curves across the entire range of checkpointing intervals.
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Aware says: no checkpointing

Fig. 3.5: Simulated and aware-algorithm costs of checkpointing for jobs with 33% probabil-
ity of failing.
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Fig. 3.6: Simulated and aware-algorithm costs of checkpointing for jobs with 65% probabil-
ity of failing.
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The cost function in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 showcases a stepped shape that is
pronounced for these jobs with low and medium failure probabilities. The sharp
steps arise from the floor function within the cost function. These steps cause
inaccurate cost estimation in the alternative algorithms, since they do not account
for the full checkpoint count. Accounting for these steps is necessary at medium to
low failure probabilities.

Figure 3.6 also shows how the alternative methods might report intervals with
minimal cost due to chance, since the location of the minimum interval will change
depending on the parameters t, tc,M , although only the aware method considers t.
The Jayasekara and Daly methods were close to the aware interval, with the first
having a lower cost than the former. Although DPNF and Tiwari provided intervals
further apart from ours than Daly, they obtained lower costs than Daly by sitting
in lower parts of the steps. This is an example of how alternative methods might
have increased checkpoint costs although they have comparable intervals to the
optimal. This inexact behavior is common for jobs with lower failure probabilities
and is present regardless of the distribution or failure parameters.

Furthermore, Figure 3.5 shows an example of how the aware interval method
can recommend to not perform checkpoints at all. In this scenario the aware
method recognizes that the average cost of checkpointing is greater than that of
losing application progress. In this case users would benefit from not performing
checkpoints at all.

At the larger failure probabilities like shown in Figure 3.7, the steps smooth out
making the traditional methods consistent with their own modeling algorithms. In
this scenario the failure events overtake the non failure ones, and the average cost
becomes dominated by the term from Equation .

Qualitatively the cost curve is smooth and concave in the limit P → 1, thus a
minimum can be analytically derived in the classical scenario as performed by Daly
and Young. Figure 3.7 shows how the cost difference between the aware method
and the alternatives consistently shrinks as P → 1, because at that point the aware
algorithm achieves the traditional assumption that jobs will fail with high probability.
At high probabilities the cost among methods becomes smaller and the choice of
method can be left to special requirements that match the specialization of the
alternative methods.
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Fig. 3.7: Simulated and aware-algorithm costs of checkpointing for jobs with 98% probabil-
ity of failing.

3.4.2 Checkpoint cost overhead

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the relative extra checkpoint cost for a range of application
runtimes as a function of their failure probability 0 < P (t) < 1. Each point in the
curve shows the relative checkpoint costs for using the computed interval of the
alternative methods in relation to the aware method. The range of ratios shown is
between 1.0 to under 2.0, where values greater than 1.0 show a increased overhead
from the alternative when compared to the proposed aware method.

Figure 3.8 shows the same step-wise cost change seen in the previous curves. This
step change is evident in the diverging costs between the methods that occur
regularly and look like peaks. These ratios oscillate between 1.0 and continuously
decreasing maximum. The decrease in maximum continues as the probability of
failure increases. From the Figure it can be seen that the stepped cost overhead of
the Subasi, Jayasekara and Tiwari methods start at around 60% and lowers rapidly
to 20% ending at minimal overhead for high P → 1.

In Figure 3.9 the ratio of all but one method (Bouguerra) also approaches one for
P → 1. This shows Bouguerra and DPNF having the highest cost overhead at low
probabilities and that the Daly interval can produce 80% more overhead than the
new aware method.
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Fig. 3.8: Relative cost between alternative methods and the new aware checkpointing
approach for applications with runtimes corresponding to failure probabilities of
0 < P < 1.

From both Figures we can see again that the non-aware methods offer similar costs
to the aware approach for P → 1, but incur significant overheads at low and medium
failure probabilities.

3.4.3 HPC system traces

In this section we present synthetic benchmarks with queues of jobs sampled from
four different HPC systems: Mogon II (2,000 nodes) [1], LANL Trinity (9,408 nodes)
and LANL Mustang (1,600 nodes) [89] and TGCC Curie (5,544 nodes) [90]. For
each system there is size information available for each user submitted batch job.
The size data consist of the applications node count and expected runtime as given
by the users to the batch system on job submission. The collection of these two
values for each user job, makes up a system trace of batch jobs. Using batch traces
allows us to have an overview of potential cost savings for entire systems. From the
traces used in experiments, the Mogon II system showed the most MPF jobs and
Curie the least. The results use only the checkpointable jobs (MPF and non-MPF)
from the traces (where tc + τ < t) and explore the MTBF-values M ∈ {24, 36} hours
and the checkpoint times tc ∈ {6, 15, 30} minutes. The savings reported are for
the aware-method relative to the alternative methods considering the cumulative
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Fig. 3.9: Relative cost between alternative methods and the new aware checkpointing
approach for applications with runtimes corresponding to failure probabilities of
0 < P < 1.

runtime hours of all jobs, re-queueing and checkpointing of jobs. In addition to the
various MTBF values and checkpoint costs, the experiments show four versions of
Weibull failures with w = 0.8, a Poisson failure distribution and two system where
the MTBF is uncertain and off by -20% and +20% (Weibull). This is a total of 480
different trace simulations that perform 10,000 failures for each job in the batch
traces, where the average checkpoint cost per job is summed and then used to
calculate the checkpointing cost savings.

Weibull

Table 3.1-a (bellow the system rows) lists the summarized total checkpoint savings
when Weibull failures occur after considering all jobs, including MPF and non-
MPF. The summarized row shows at least 7.1% average total savings across all
systems compared to the Jayasekara and Daly methods. These two methods can
be considered the best performing alternatives for the traces examined. On the
other hand, the average checkpoint cost savings compared to Tiwari, Subasi and
Bouguerra are 18.2%, 25.7% and 16.2% respectively.

For the Mogon II HPC system the aware algorithm saves between 11.3% and 19.6%
compared to Tiwari and between 4.1% and 5.0% for the Curie HPC system. Against
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Weibull w = 0.8 Total checkpoint cost savings of all jobs (MPF and not)

System ↓ Parameters of Alg. 1 compared to method... e)
MTBF tc Tiwari Subasi Jayasekara Daly Bouguerra ← Avg.

MUSTANG

36h
0.50h 7.1% 6.2% 5.6% 5.6% 16.6%

13.0%

0.25h 7.3% 25.0% 5.5% 5.4% 19.0%
0.10h 7.0% 57.6% 5.3% 5.2% 22.0%

24h
0.50h 6.2% 5.5% 5.3% 5.3% 15.5%
0.25h 6.4% 23.2% 4.5% 4.7% 17.8%
0.10h 6.8% 56.8% 5.1% 5.0% 21.0%

ATLAS

36h
0.50h 8.0% 6.6% 6.2% 6.5% 6.5%

9.0%

0.25h 7.2% 15.6% 5.5% 7.0% 8.4%
0.10h 5.8% 44.7% 5.7% 6.0% 13.1%

24h
0.50h 6.2% 7.3% 7.5% 8.0% 2.4%
0.25h 6.6% 15.4% 5.8% 5.3% 8.5%
0.10h 6.1% 42.9% 4.6% 4.1% 14.5%

MOGON II

36h
0.50h 11.3% 10.5% 9.4% 10.4% 18.4%

18.1%

0.25h 11.9% 30.3% 9.1% 9.5% 19.8%
0.10h 17.0% 39.3% 13.0% 13.0% 26.7%

24h
0.50h 11.6% 10.8% 10.0% 10.1% 16.0%
0.25h 16.8% 24.2% 24.4% 22.4% 20.1%
0.10h 19.6% 39.9% 18.8% 18.5% 30.7%

CURIE

36h
0.50h 5.0% 5.1% 4.0% 4.0% 13.4%

10.5%

0.25h 4.7% 18.9% 3.6% 3.4% 16.1%
0.10h 4.8% 55.3% 3.3% 3.1% 18.7%

24h
0.50h 4.3% 4.7% 3.4% 3.4% 12.5%
0.25h 4.1% 17.0% 3.0% 2.8% 14.7%
0.10h 4.2% 54.5% 2.8% 2.6% 16.9%

a) ↑ This Weibull 8.2% 25.7% 7.1% 7.1% 16.2%

b) With Poisson 27.5% 25.1% 7.3% 7.7% 10.9%

c) Same Weibull -20% MTBF 11.1% 24.9% 6.0% 6.0% 15.9%

d) Same Weibull +20% MTBF 12.5% 26.6% 7.5% 7.5% 16.3%

Tab. 3.1: Savings when using our approach for four HPC systems with a combination of
two MTBF values 24h, 36h and two checkpoint costs 0.25h, 0.5h. The simulations
of a), c) and d) are done using Weibull failures with w = 0.8. Poisson failures are
used for b).

the Subasi method in the Mustang system the aware algorithm saves 56.8% of the
cost for configurations with 0.10h checkpoint costs. This low performance for Subasi
originates from its bad performance at low checkpoint costs on MPF jobs. The
savings over Jayasekara and Daly are between 9.1% and 24.4% for the Mogon II
system and around 3% to 5% for other systems.
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Against the Bouguerra method the aware algorithm sees better savings between
12.5% and 30.7% for the Mustang, Mogon II and Curie traces. The good savings
on Mogon II against Bouguerra can be attributed to the amount of MPF jobs within
the Mogon II system and the savings on Curie can be attributed to the degrading
performance of Bouguerra on big probabilities of failure as seen in Figure 3.9.
Bouguerra performs best on the Atlas system with the aware method having only
2.4% savings for the 24h MTBF and 0.50h checkpoint cost. For the Curie system the
aware method shows consistent savings under 5% against the Tiwari, Jayasekara and
Daly methods and between 13.4% and 18.7% compared to the Bouguerra method.

In Table 3.1-e the aware algorithm offers average savings of 13.0% across all methods
for the Mustang traces. The Mogon II system sees the most savings across all methods
with 18.1%. Finally the Atlas and Curie traces see 9.0% and 10.5% savings.

Poisson

In Sub-table 3.1-b we present the savings across all parameters and all system
configurations when the failures use a Poisson failure distributions. The average
cross system savings for Poisson failures increase to 27.5% against Tiwari and remain
similar for Jayasekara and Daly at 7.3% and 7.7% respectively. On the other hand,
the savings of the aware method over Subasi and Bouguerra decrease from 14.1%
to 12.5% and 10% respectively while the savings remain at an average of over
7% against all methods. These Poisson experiments show that the aware method
also provides savings regardless of the failure distribution. It is expected that other
failure distributions could be used with the aware checkpoint method.

MTBF Uncertainty

This section investigates how the savings change against the alternatives if the MTBF
is not accurately known. This is a common scenario in HPC systems that have not
yet collected enough data to determine their own MTBF and would therefore have
to extrapolate MTBF guesses from external data. This scenario can be studied by
computing the optimal checkpointing intervals with an uncertain value for the MTBF
that is perturbed by factors −20% and +20%. The simulations are then done using
the "real" MTBF values of 24 and 36 hours for Weibull failures. The aware and
alternative checkpointing methods use the uncertain MTBF to determine checkpoint
intervals while the simulations of “real” costs are done with the accurate values.
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The savings are above 6.0% and 7.5% in Tables 3.1-c and 3.1-d for uncertain
MTBF simulations. Savings over the Tiwari method increase slightly to 11.1% and
12.5% for an inaccurate MTBF of −20% and +20% respectively. The savings over
Jayasekara and Daly diminish by 1.1% for the under estimation and increased by
0.4% for the over estimation.

As a side note, performing no checkpointing at all could be an alternative approach
by not wasting resources saving the checkpoints. This could save the entire overhead
of checkpointing, but computations are lost every time a failure happens, incurring
cost regardless. Initial experiments showed that the aware approach saves 49.39% of
the failure costs on average compared to no checkpointing at all on average against
all HPC systems.

3.4.4 Discussion of the results

The simulations performed show that the failure probability aware optimal check-
pointing method presented in this chapter can indeed provide significant savings for
entire HPC workloads that include MPF and non-MPF jobs. The aware approach can
obtain average savings of 7.1% against the best alternative methods. Furthermore,
the aware approach can still obtain average cost savings of at least 6.0% in scenarios
where the MTBF is not accurately known. The savings are more significant for
systems like Mogon II where MPF workloads are very prominent.

These savings are possible because the aware method considers the cost of check-
pointing with the probability of the jobs failing and not failing. The gains of the
aware method over the alternatives come from the assumption they make about HPC
jobs failing with high probability. This assumption does not hold for the majority of
jobs. By accounting for the runtime and node count of individual jobs, the aware
method optimizes the checkpoint intervals and reduces resource waste associated
with checkpointing overheads.

The best alternatives to the aware checkpoint algorithm are the Jayasekara and Daly
methods. At high failure probabilities pfail → 1 other checkpoint methods close
the savings gap and might be a better choice in order to adopt their modeling. An
example is the Jayasekara method that allows to model the time needed to detect a
failure in their interval determination method. The aware method also converges to
Daly’s for jobs with probabilities of failure close to one such that pfail → 1. Since
the Daly method is so cheap to compute, it would be a very good alternative in
performance strained scenarios that do not require complex modeling of the failures
or system.
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Further gains over Daly and Jayasekara come from these two methods not consider-
ing Weibull failures at all. Additional gains over the Subasi and Tiwari approaches
arise from their simple mathematical form that slightly deviates from Daly’s by
using a hazard function and work-lost factor respectively. Gains over the Bouguerra
interval method can be attributed to the its bad performance at large probabilities
of failures.

Overall the failure aware method proposed in this chapter can be beneficial for HPC
systems with workloads of MPF jobs
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Failure prediction for
parallel applications

4

The rate of hardware related failures can increase with the amount of components
in big HPC systems. This in turn increases the risk of at least one hardware element
failing, which can cause parallel HPC applications that use thousands of nodes to
crash. Periodic checkpoint and restart is a common preventative resilience method
in practice. An alternative resilience method to creating checkpoints periodically
is to react after a predicted failure warning with a checkpoint on demand or pro-
cess migration. The reactive procedure must be triggered by a failure prediction
system that monitors the state of the hardware and decides whether a failure could
happen.

Prediction of incoming failures is traditionally performed for specific components
using available health metrics from sensors. An HPC job can use thousands of nodes
and at large scale the predictions of all nodes need to be aggregated to evaluate
whether a job will crash due to any failing node. Therefore the preemptive measures
need to be performed whenever an incoming failure alarm is raised, because a single
failing node can crash an entire HPC job. This necessary reaction to errors creates
unnecessary overhead when too many failure warnings are false and are not actually
followed by a real failure.

These false alarms are referred to as false positives in machine learning terms [33,
34, 35] and are a performance metric of the machine learning classifiers that are
used to predict failures. The failure predictors are typically implemented using
some version of a machine learning classifier that uses logs or sensors as inputs
and classifies them as either being associated with a failure or not. The sensor data
classification can therefore be made into a binary classifier [34] that needs to be
trained to recognize data sets tagged with both failure and non-failure events. Every
time the classification of data is performed, the predictor will report a failure warning
or an "ok" state. Failure warnings are then followed with a resilience measure like
checkpoints. False positives are the failure warnings from the predictor that are not
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followed by an actual failure event but still produced a resilience measure anyway.
False positives then trigger costly and unnecessary mitigation actions.

The failure predictor shown in this chapter will use multiple neural networks [35] in
an ensemble to reduce the amount of false positive events. Predicting failures using
sensor data and ensemble machine learning has successfully been done to classify
time series [91, 92] and used in other fields [93, 94, 95]. Cloud systems [96] and
storage nodes [97] have also used ensemble learning successfully to predict failures.
Ensemble learning is also a very robust method for binary classification [98, 99,
100], but it has not been used to achieve the low enough false positive rates needed
in HPC failure prediction. This HPC specific scenario has thousands of components
predicted on, where a single false positive can trigger a costly counter measure.

This chapter will explain the False Positive Prediction problem (FPP) on HPC systems
in more detail. It also gives an overview of the classical prediction metrics, an
example of the metrics used in previous works and a new proposed metric to better
evaluate the FPP called the "the probability of unnecessary checkpoints" or UC for
short. Finally the chapter will provide an ensemble method that uses multiple neural
networks to predict failures related to hardware anomalies via two voting methods.
The final proposed voting failure predictor will obtain a low false positive rate and
will also lower the amount of unnecessary checkpoints to make the FPS usable at
thousands of nodes.

4.1 Related Work

Failures of HPC components cause significant resource waste by forcing users to
re-run their computations lost during a crash. The DARPA white papers on system
resilience by Cappello et al. showed that large scale HPC systems suffer from 20%
computing resource waste including failures and recovery [14, 15]. The goal of
failure prediction within HPC environments is to preemptively react to a possible
application crash by producing checkpoints on demand or by migrating tasks that
might be at risk failing.

Previous works have also shown that to reduce the impact on HPC system perfor-
mance, careful consideration needs to be given to the method of logging and data
collection [101, 102]. Frequent sampling of data for prediction can increase the
system overhead by having to store too many values and fewer data samples hinder
the creation of training sets for failure prediction. The failure prediction method
showcased in this chapter requires high granularity of data sampled. This could
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have an overhead impact in terms of collection and storage. This high sampling
requirement is nevertheless needed to attain usable prediction metrics with enough
warning time. Storage overhead could be reduced by using specialized file systems
meant for highly parallel environments in HPC. Vef, Brinkmann, et al. proposed
various distributed file systems that are capable handling high throughput of write
requests [103, 104, 105]. The data sets shown in this work use a fifteen second
sampling interval. The data is manually mined and labeled for failures or ok events
using the unacceptable thresholds for sensors shown in Figure 4.2. The manual
labeling of events from data collected could be automated with further machine
learning techniques. Gainaru et al. labeled the normal and faulty behaviors of nodes
by using signal analysis concepts that makes automating and defining failure pre-
diction easier [106]. The data is also collected across an independent management
network that does not collide with the computing network infrastructure.

Das et al. used LSTM (long short-term memory) networks to predict node failures
with a three minute lead time, 85% recall, and 83% accuracy [107]. We use the
same LSTM networks for a voting procedure on our second failure prediction system.
Klinkenberg et al. used a data set collected in five minute intervals and showed
adequate prediction rates [108]. Their classifier can identify failures in nodes with
a precision of 98% and a recall of 91%. This shows that high record rates are
important for good prediction rates. The method shown in this chapter is capable
of attaining competitive prediction rates with previous works, but uses a different
machine learning methods. The method uses multiple neural networks (ensemble)
to reduce false positives after a voting procedure is performed.

Guan et al. proposed an ensemble Bayesian classifier for cloud failures that used
unsupervised learning to categorize health data [96]. Their method was exploratory
and requires administrators to manually label events after the fact. After labeling
they use supervised learning with a decision trees classifier to predict failures. They
achieved usable prediction of failures that had a false positive rate of 0.008. Our work
differentiates itself by doing the labeling by hand directly and using the ensemble
for the binary classification. This allows the ensemble of neural network classifiers
to achieve lower false positive rates.

Class imbalance is also of relevance in classification. It is usually undesired [109,
110, 111], since it skews the classifier to learn the higher represented class better.
We use this to skew the failure predictor into reducing the false positive rate to our
advantage as done in other unrelated fields [112, 113].

Hadi et al. used an ensemble decision tree method to predict storage failures
[97]. They showed that the recall rate was better with lead-up times not too long
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between prediction and failure. They showed that using neural networks instead of
decision trees offers better prediction rates in their use case. The work done in this
chapter assumes that sensor data close to the failure events (within 2-7 minutes)
is available and also uses an ensemble method to combine multiple classification
through voting.

Gainaru et al. developed a decision tree based failure prediction method that used
data mining event of logs and processed them using signal processing [114]. They
recognized that failures within HPC systems did not have a consistent representation
in logs and that signal processing helped to improve the results obtained using logs
for prediction. The major drawback from their method is that their recall was of
around 50%. From their work we corroborated that the available textual logs were
not enough to define or predict failures with.

Moraes et al. [115] investigated how to reduce false positives for image recognition
(applied to medical diagnosis) with support vector machines (SVMs) by using a
second classifier. They focused on treating misclassified samples around the decision
boundaries. Although we do not explore SVMs, we expand upon their work by using
extra classifiers to reduce false positives in an ensemble technique. We try to further
reduce false positives by tuning the decision threshold using ROC plots for the final
voting mechanism presented later.

Although these previous methods demonstrated usable prediction rates, Yang et
al. showed their comprehensive survey of 37 methods, that the false positive
performance metric was not sufficient to perform preemptive actions only when
necessary [116]. Their analysis also show deficiencies in metric reporting, with
most works failing to report multiple metrics or analysis like false positive rates or
ROC plots. The goal of our approach is to reduce the false positive prediction rates
and amount of unnecessary checkpoints that occur when false alarms are triggered.
Some previous works have discussed the shortcomings of the classical performance
metrics related to binary classification and therefore failure prediction. Jauk et
al. [116] highlighted that the negative effect of high false positives was under-
investigated, Salfner [117] et al. pointed out that the accuracy metric is less useful
in failure prediction because failure events are rare and Zheng et al. [118] proposed
a refined definition for TP, FN, FP that accounts for lead time and the locality of
predicted failures. Taerat et al. [119] also remarked that existing statistical metrics
were insufficient due to a disconnect with the mitigation effects and introduced
a metric that accounts the time used for a mitigation action. We contribute to
traditional metrics by proposing a new value to measure the probability of triggering
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unnecessary checkpoints (UC) caused by the false positive rates of the prediction
systems.

The failure prediction method shown in this work focuses in solving this shortcoming
by providing high prediction rates and low false positive predictions. Low false
positives allows preemption systems to trigger only measures when required. High
rates of false alarms would cause the system to waste resources in unnecessary
migrations or checkpoints.

The specifics of how the migration and checkpointing methods work are left out
from this thesis. These mitigation methods can nevertheless still react to a failure
prediction and could be integrated into the proposed prediction framework presented
here.

Pickartz et al. compiled an overview of suitable migration methods that could be
used to increase resilience after a failure prediction is detected [120, 121]. Gad et
al. provided a method to reduce VM migration time, making it possible to migrate
applications in short enough lead-up times after a failure prediction [122, 123].
Wang et al. showed that live process migrations could take ead-up times of less
than ten seconds and that entire virtual machine migrations could take up to half a
minute [124]. All these approaches offer short enough migration times, that they
could be performed in the lead-up time between failure prediction and an eventual
failure of the respective component.

4.1.1 Supervised binary classifier for failure prediction

The goal of a hardware failure prediction system for parallel applications is to
warn about incoming failures using existing observable data with as little false
alarms as possible. We utilize a combination of existing known methods and custom
approaches to achieve low false alarms. We exploit the inherent class imbalance
present in the data available where failure data is less common and non failure
events are plentiful. By training the classifiers with more non-failures events the
resulting classifier will focus on non misclassifying the non-failure vents as failures.
The classifiers can also be tuned using operating characteristic curves to choose a
decision threshold that favors reducing false alarms over predicting more failures.
To reduce the amount of false alarms further we also use an ensemble of individual
predictors that must a vote on a final prediction. Our final voting procedure uses
a recurrent neural network to learn the best voting combination from the sample
classifiers and reduce false alarms even further.
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Since we are interested in a distinction between a failure and an "ok" event, this
rules out the use of classification using regression models for continuous variables.
The failure prediction problem can therefore be translated into a binary classifier
that decides whether sensor data is a sign of an incoming failure or not. In essence
the binary classifier should decide between sorting data into failures and non-failure
events.

To accomplish this, the binary classifier must learn from existing sensor data that is
associated with logged job failure events. Supervised learning was therefore chosen
to train the failure predictor. Supervised learning is suitable for this case, because
we can produce class tags (failure and ok) for each time-series of sensor data. This is
done by mining data of existing logs for relevant application crashes and associating
the hardware sensor data with the failure.

The last aspect to consider is the type of machine learning approach to use for
classification. For training we will have access to a large training data set where each
dimension is a continuous variable. We will also want to use multiple variations
of the classifier in an ensemble to reduce the amount of false positives. This
is can be done using an ensemble of classifiers where each instance votes with
its individual classification. A multi-layer neural network suits these previously
mentioned scenarios well and we can easily train multiple neural networks (NN) to
create the ensemble. Each neural network can reach its own classification within the
ensemble by randomizing the initial weights of the NN and by using different training
sets shifted in time for each NN. The main drawback of using neural networks is
the difficulty of obtaining knowledge about how the classification decisions are
made. To obtain such insight extensive time needs to be spent analyzing the relevant
input variables, doing sensitivity analysis and building prototypes that might help
reveal inner workings of NN models [125, 126, 127]. An alternative would be to
perform decision trees as used by [108] to obtain decision rules directly from the
tree structure. This was not done due to the high false positive rate achieved by
their method.

4.1.2 Classical Metrics on Classifier Performance

The following basic machine learning metrics describe the quality of a binary classi-
fier that decides between failures and ok events:

• True Positive (TP) refers to correctly classified failures
• True Negative (TN) refers to correctly classified non-failure (in the following:

ok) events
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• False Negative (FN) refers to misclassified failures as ok
• False Positive (FP) refers to ok events that are misclassified as failures.

A binary classifier can predict events to be positive (failure, (+)) or negative (non-
failure, ok, (−)). False positives are false alarms generated by the failure predictor.
These false alarms would trigger a checkpoint even when no failure is imminent.
The cost of checkpoints would therefore raise in scenarios where false positives are
prominent. The False Positive Prediction problem occurs when a prediction system
predicts false failure alarms for thousands of components at extremely high rates.

Existing metrics fail to account for this specific scenario and established literature
evaluates failure prediction using the following traditional metrics [128]:

• Precision: the probability of a positive prediction to be correct, also expressed
as a the positive predictive value (ppv) calculated with T P

T P +F P . In failure
prediction this represents the ratio of how many positive failure predictions
are followed by an actual failure. The higher the value, the less false positives
there are.

• Recall: the probability of correctly classifying a positive event, or true positive
rate (tpr) calculated with T P

T P +F N . In failure prediction this represents how
many of all failures are correctly predicted. The higher the ratio, the more
failures can be preemptively handled.

• Fall-Out: the probability of misclassifying a positive event as a negative event,
also expressed as false positive rate (fpr) calculated with F P

F P +T N . In failure
prediction this ratio represents how many actual non-failure events are miss-
predicted as incoming failure alarms. A low value traditionally represents a
good performance metric where false alarms are low.

Although these metrics are adequate to measure the quality of predictions on single
components, they fail to capture the performance when aggregating nodes for HPC
jobs. Researchers have noted how these metrics do not account for the loss of
compute time nor the overhead for migrations and checkpointing [117, 119, 118,
129].

Although a high false positive rate indicates that unnecessary checkpoints will be
triggered [129, 116], a low value of this metric fails to assure the opposite (that no
unnecessary checkpoints will be triggered) due to the FPP.

This happens because the calculation of the fpr is usually based on the probability to
misclassify a non-failure (ok) event for a single component. Since the fpr is for
continuous predictions of the same individual component, the problem significantly
increases with higher node counts [116].
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Figure 4.1 illustrates how the fpr can influence the false prediction problem. It
shows the probability – for various fpr values – that at least one FPS in n nodes
(x-axis) miss-predicts a failure (that is actually a non-failure event) causing an
unnecessary checkpoint for a job running on the n nodes. This probability of causing
unnecessary checkpoints UC will be formally defined in Section 4.1.4, but for
now it helps to understand that false positives of individual nodes have negative
effects when predicting many nodes. In this scenario a failure predictor nearly
always predicts at least one node failure. It follows that predicting failures for
each component can trigger too many unnecessary checkpoint events at low false
positive rates of 0.01. An fpr of 0.00156 (with a tpr of 0.9158) is already low
and is traditionally considered a great value in prediction systems (see [108] in
Table 4.1). Any FPS with a UC value of higher than 0.5 is worse than a random
predictor with coin-toss probabilities. An fpr value of 0.00156 is better than most
works, but has much worse UC probability than a random predictor at 750 nodes
and will trigger a lot more unnecessary failure preemptive measures for jobs running
on thousands of nodes.

It is also the case that many related works do not consider or report the fpr at
all, making it harder to evaluate their performance when predicting on high node
counts. In Table 4.1, FPS for both HPC and cloud systems are shown. The tpr metric
of HPC FPS works in Table 4.1-a) shows very good values above 80% and up to 95%
for HPC systems. This suggests that correctly classifying failures with high rates is
possible at the cost of false positives for large node counts.

These false positives are of interest because HPC applications using thousands of
nodes would fail when any node fails. For this reason a failure prediction method
needs to trigger a mitigation event on any positive failure prediction. This would be
very costly even for the lowest false positive rate in the table, where 79.78% of the
time would trigger a costly checkpoint.
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Fig. 4.1: The various curves show the probability of triggering an unnecessary migration or
checkpoint due to certain false positive prediction rates in a prediction system.
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Tab. 4.1: Example FPS for clusters – the last six entries represent this work for different
numbers of neural networks while UC(1024) denotes the probability of unneces-
sary checkpoints for 1,024 nodes. All the rates are values ∈ {0− 1} where 0.80
would mean 80%.

Machine/Reference tpr ppv fpr UC(1, 024)
a) HPC Systems
TITAN[130] 0.89 0.73 NA NA
TITAN GPU[131] 0.95 0.82 NA NA
BlueGene/L[132] 0.80 0.4848 0.33 >0.9999
BlueGene/P[133] 0.854 0.823 NA NA
RWTH Aachen[108] 0.9158 0.98 0.00156 0.7978
Unnamed SC[134] 0.86 0.99 0.23 >0.9999
b) Cloud Systems
Google[135] NA 0.80 0.11 >0.9999
Google[129] 0.94 0.95 NA NA
AmazonEC2[136] 0.859 0.942 NA NA
Custom Hadoop[137] 0.91 0.93 0.091 >0.9999
Custom Misc.[96] 0.65 NA 0.008 >0.9997
Baidu [97] 0.81 NA 0.0037 >0.9775
c) Unanimous Voting
MOGON this@1NN 0.8461 0.9655 0.00292 0.9498
MOGON this@2NN 0.7795 0.9884 0.00088 0.5945
MOGON this@4NN 0.7302 0.9944 0.00040 0.3361
MOGON this@6NN 0.6918 0.9970 0.00020 0.1852
d) RNN Voting
MOGON this@6NN 0.7448 0.9992 0.00004 0.0417

NA: Data not available.
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Unfortunately only half of the examples provide a value of the fpr for evaluating
UC probabilities. Even when the fpr value is available, the UC probability makes
the method unusable even at 1,024 nodes (see last column). The ROC analysis or
AUC values are traditionally also not reported in the HPC works of sub-Table a) and
from sub-Table b) only [96] reports them and [97] mentions to use ROC analysis. In
this work we perform the ROC plots to decide on good choices for fpr and tpr.

The cloud specific FPS from Table 4.1-b) show similar good tpr for failure prediction
but also posses the same bad fpr. The main difference is that the FPS that these
cloud systems show is sufficient for cloud applications. The cloud programs are not
necessarily machine-parallel and highly interconnected, making the single machine
fpr value good for the use case.

The FPS that we propose are shown in Tables 4.1-c) and d). The first four entries
show the rates for using 1,2,4 and 6 neural networks in the predictor with an
unanimous voting procedure to perform the final prediction. These results will be
discussed in more detail in the later Sections. The important thing to note is that
the tpr, fpr and UC(1,024) decrease with the amount of networks. The decrease of
tpr is not desired, but it is an effect of adding more networks that need to all agree
on failures. This in turn decreases the fpr and UC(1,024) to lower values than
previous works. Table 4.1-d) shows an improved voting system that uses a recurrent
neural network to aggregate and learn a better the voting using all six feed forward
neural networks as inputs. This system further improves on the both the tpr and
fpr by not having a rigid unanimous voting. We will show how both systems work
and perform in more detail in the following Sections.

4.1.3 Modeling Hardware Failures in HPC Systems

Knowing the frequency of application crashes within HPC systems can help us
understand how often a failure prediction system is expected to classify actual
failures. The less failures occur, the more actual ok (non-failure) states will have to
be classified by the FPS. If most classifications over time are ok events, the risk of
false positive predictions increases.

The reliability of (HPC) systems is typically modeled using the Mean Time Before
Failure (MTBF) and exponential distributions for the arrival time of failures [138].
The true failure rate (or MTBF) of production systems is typically kept secret [139]
or is extrapolated from old systems. To understand failures in production systems
using real data we collected the statistics of a huge set of sensor values over a period
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of six months for the MOGON I HPC system at the Johannes Gutenberg University.
This HPC system is at the end of its usable life and is susceptible to failure events,
which makes it easy to evaluate the quality of failure prediction techniques. We are
in this scenario interested in the probability of failures and ok events for the whole
HPC system.

P (E) = #failure
#all = 0.0000099653 P (K) = #ok

#all = 0.9999900347 (4.1)

Equation 4.1 shows the probabilities for failure events and non-failure (ok) events
after data mining the sensors and HPC job logs of the MOGON I system. The
probabilities were determined by counting all events (including (E)) over the period
of six months using the sensor data sampled every fifteen seconds and with job
statistics retrieved from the batch system scheduler. All non-failure events are
referred to as ok (K) events. From these failure probabilities it can be seen that
even for such an old system failures are rare and it can be assumed that younger
systems will experience even lower P (E) values due to lower failure rates of new
hardware.

As discussed previously, an FPS should trigger a checkpoint in response to a predicted
failure (positive), but as the fpr value increases, so does the amount of unnecessary
checkpoints that are triggered. We introduce the sample probability of false
positives S(f+) as a better measure of how false positives are encountered in
prediction systems. The values for S(f+) can be calculated using Equation 4.2,
which combines the probability of encountering or sampling an ok (non-failure)
event with the false prediction rate fpr. The term P (K) is the probability of
encountering ok events in practice and fpr is the classification rate that comes from
a binary machine learning classifier. The probability of an event being a non-failure
(ok) P (K) is very high since failures do not always occur. Combining this high
sampling rate with the probability of misclassifying the event as a failure, makes the
value S(f+) stay close to the fpr. The related terms S(f−), S(t−) can be calculated
similarly.

S(f+) = P (K) · fpr, S(t+) = P (E) · tpr

S(f−) = P (E) · fnr, S(t−) = P (K) · tnr
(4.2)

Assuming that a “mock FPS” has relatively good prediction rates of {fpr = 0.01, tpr =
0.99} and failure rates similar to the MOGON I cluster environment, the following
values for the false S(f+) and true S(t+) positive probabilities can be calculated:
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S(f+) = P (K) · fpr = 0.01

S(t+) = P (E) · tpr = 0.000009865647
(4.3)

Equation 4.3 shows that most predicted failures (+) would actually be false positives,
even when the prediction quality dictated by the recall (tpr) is high. With this
knowledge, it becomes evident that the sampling probabilities P (E) and P (K) must
be taken into account when evaluating failure prediction methods.

4.1.4 Unnecessary Checkpoints

To prevent an application from crashing due to a node failure, an FPS must be
able to trigger a mitigation mechanism after prediction and before such failure
occurs. Checkpointing is a typical mechanism that applications can use to save a
stable state of their computations to then later restart on a new set of failure-free
nodes [140, 30, 141]. Alternative approaches like process [124, 142] and virtual
machine migration [143] can reduce the overhead of each triggered mitigation.

MPI applications running on n nodes can fail when any of their nodes encounter a
failure and provokes a crash of the programs processes. When dealing with an FPS
that can make continuous predictions per node, consider this new metric UC as the
probability of triggering an unnecessary checkpoint for n. This UC(S(f+), n)
probability is modeled as a two-factor-multinomial experiment [144] characterized
by the cumulative distribution function (CDF) shown in Equation 4.4.

UC(S(f+), S(t−), n) =
n∑

x=1

Ç
n

x

å
· S(f+)x · S(t−)(n−x) (4.4)

The model in Equation 4.4 is used to describe the UC probability under the as-
sumption that each job runs on n identical nodes and that the FPS of each node has
a probability S(f+) of encountering a false positive and a probability of S(t−) for
true negatives. The

∑n
x=1

(n
x

)
sum adds all possible outcomes x ∈ [1, n] in which the

predictor can report a false alarm event S(f+), and no real failure was expected. The
entire equation represents the probability of unnecessarily triggering checkpoints
given a false positive rate.

Using Equation 4.4 on the “example FPS” with a fpr of 0.01, the UC value for
a job using 256 nodes reaches UC(0.01, 256) = 0.9236. At this value it is almost
certain that every prediction for such a job will trigger an unnecessary checkpoint. The
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UC value increases as the number of nodes (n) increases, showing that established
metrics such as tpr and ppv are insufficient at jobs with high node counts. When
considering 1, 024 and a fpr of 0.00035, the UC probability is reduced to usable
levels UC(0.0001, 1024) = 0.0973 where only a tenth of predictions trigger an
unnecessary checkpoint.

The false positive prediction problem can therefore be expressed as follows:

A failure prediction system in HPC, which serves parallel jobs require thousands
of nodes, will continually trigger unnecessary checkpoints (or other mitigation)
if the false positive rate is not low enough such that UC stays bellow a usable
threshold.

We propose that Equation 4.4 is a better metric to evaluate failure prediction systems
and their sensitivity to the false positive prediction problem for jobs with thousands
of nodes. This metric is used in the prediction system presented later in the thesis.

4.2 Data processing and prediction system

This section describes the data mining process from hardware log gathering to the
creation of a failure prediction system. The final goal is to predict batch job failures
for nodes using hardware sensor and operating system data with sufficient lead-up
time that mostly only necessary preemptive measures like checkpoints are triggered.
The presented failure events and trained machine learning classifiers describe only
the Mogon I cluster at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, but the principles
of the ensemble machine learning approach should be transferable to other HPC
systems, given that usable sensor data is available.

Hardware and OS sensors will be used to define anomalies and their timestamps
will be matched with failing HPC jobs to create "failure" events. The hardware
sensors and OS logs from these events will then be used to create a machine learning
classifier at the individual compute node level. The resulting classifiers will represent
the collected data of all nodes and might be consider to represent a generic compute
node.

4.2.1 Available data and statistical anomalies of hardware problems

Consistent hardware failure logs that contain accurate timestamps are difficult to
obtain. Failure logs consist usually of software system logs that crash at some
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point after the hardware has already failed [114]. We are interested in hardware
failures that have accurate timestamps of the time of failure. In our experience,
system Linux logs from the Mogon I cluster at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität
Mainz contained no hardware specific logs with timestamps. These timestamps are
important since they allow us to mine sensor and OS data preceding the failure
event.

Due to limited timestamp availability, hardware failures related to performance degra-
dation and extreme hardware thresholds were used for predicting "hardware-related"
HPC job failures (i.e: the batch job failed) that followed the data anomalies. This
results in two types of meta-events (failure and ok/non-failure) that were mined
from sensor data of the type presented in Table 4.3, where expert knowledge was
used to determine thresholds at which data is deemed intolerable for a production
system. Expert knowledge is used instead of another machine learning mechanism,
because these are vague properties that are specific to HPC center policies of ac-
ceptable working parameters. If other HPC systems better logged failure data with
usable timestamps, the learning of such failure events would also not be necessary.
Batch job failure logs were then used to keep only HPC jobs, which correlated with
anomalous behaving hardware. Software failures from global file system crashes or
application miss-configurations are of no interest to this hardware related prediction
and were filtered away. These "non-relevant" events where filtered out by failure
code, logs and by removing events that had software stop extremely close to the start,
i.e: up to 3 minutes. This approach limits the sample scope of the proposed predictor
to node-level HPC job failures that correlate to anomalous hardware behaviour. This
is done because we are interested in failed jobs that can recover and complete with
a checkpoint, which software errors will not make possible.

The data was mined from the MOGON I HPC system for six months between 2017
and 2018. The HPC system (now out of service) consisted of over 512 homogeneous
nodes running AMD Opteron 6272 CPUs. Each node had four sockets, 64 physical
cores, a minimum of 128GB memory, and an Infiniband high performance intercon-
nect. The system was at the end of its life and had continuous applications failing.
The homogeneous nature allows us to model the failures of multiple nodes into a
machine learning classifier. Our work does not deal with heterogeneous systems
although the work could be replicated for each type of hardware.

Table 4.3 lists the data from the compute nodes used in this work. The software
data is collected from Linux proc metrics and IPMI logs through a management
Ethernet network. Due to privacy regulations, no user application data was collected,
making our approach application-agnostic. Many other possible logs were omitted
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Tab. 4.2: Table showing the data collected every 15 seconds for all compute nodes.

Hardware & OS Data

CPU Temperature CPU User
CPU Fan RPM DISK Usage
CPU Voltage MEM Usage
PSU Temperature Bytes In
1Min Load Bytes Out

due to a strong correlation between various fields, e.g., packets in/out correlates
with bytes in/out. All data is stored every 15 seconds in round-robin databases
with corresponding timestamps. These timestamps are necessary to match the log
values to a specific type of event. The (value, timestamp)-pairs are the necessary
data condition needed by any FPS in order to predict an incoming event with some
lead-up time.

We selected the shown hardware sensors for their vital properties in the correct
functioning of a node. The sensor data selection was also reduced from a bigger
set of metrics by removing correlated data like duplicated temperature sensors,
fan RPMs, among others. We plotted some logs as histograms on Figure 4.2 to
show correct functioning thresholds and highlight outliers. This information was
used to determine whether a failed batch job contained enough extreme values
resulting in a failure. As we mentioned previously, we are interested in failed jobs
with related hardware anomalies that can recover and complete with a checkpoint.
By determining these hardware anomalies within failed jobs, it is possible to later
predict job failures based on the data available in Table 4.3. For these and only
for these jobs, a migrated or checkpointed application may resume successfully
on alternative hardware. This method can be extended to any type of hardware
anomaly if the corresponding data is timestamped.

Figure 4.2 show the histograms for the values of some of the available sensors and
the thresholds that are of interest to us. E.g., low fan RPMs could be caused by an
under-performing fan that is struggling to spin, lading to higher temperatures and
thermal throttling by components. High RPMs could signal an imminent failing fan
that is performing out of specification.

This allows us to define a failure event relevant to HPC jobs as hardware anomalies
that match an actual HPC job failures using batch system data. These failure
definitions could be extended by being more strict, e.g. with trends of these values
over time, such as, oscillating RPM values. For the sake of simplicity, complex
definitions of thresholds or failure modes are not covered in this work. Alternatively,
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Fig. 4.2: Histograms of sensor data where orange shows anomalous values and blue ex-
pected ranges.

this process could be replaced with proper failure logs if those are available with
timestamps too. A machine learning approach could be performed to obtain more
data, but we found this to be unnecessary and beyond the scope of reducing false
positives. Failure events used for the prediction of MOGON I we can therefore be
defined as: hardware anomalies that are followed by an application failure.
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4.2.2 Data processing

The first step was to extract batch job traces from the SLURM batch system in
MOGON I using the sacct API1. The jobs data was mined within a six month-
long time frame and the resulting traces were classified based on their exit codes
either as ok for successful job completion or failed jobs for non-user related failures.
The data was then filtered to remove failed jobs that crashed within two minutes
after starting, as these would mostly be application failures like missing binaries,
miss-configurations, among others. To avoid job type bias the amount of events
considered from each application type was limited to a chosen threshold of ten.
Considering too many failures of the same HPC job might lead the machine learning
method not generalizing the failure types that other jobs suffered and having a bias.
Too many failed jobs of a single type could also hint the failure being an application
problem.

Machine Learning
Predictor

OK TimestampFailure Timestamp

Batch System Slurm

FilteringIPMI and OS
Time series

Ok EventsOk EventsOK Events
Ok EventsOk EventsFailure Events Normalized 

Features
Neural Network

Classifiers

Fig. 4.3: This pipeline depicts the source of the data mine, the filtering of said data and the
creation of a failure prediction system through a machine learning classifier.

Figure 4.3 depicts how the job data is gathered from SLURM, manually classified
as ok and failure events, filtered and combined with sensor data and finally used
in a predictor, which is made of several neural network classifiers. We was able to
gather 13,868 pre-filtered failure events with available relevant sensor (IPMI+OS)
time-series information. The timestamps of the events were mapped to their time-
series sensor data and the relevant values were extracted within a useful time frame
leaving enough lead-up time to perform checkpoints between prediction and the
possible failure.

As defined previously, the failure events were defined as a combination of having
failed HPC jobs and having any sensor value with enough anomalous threshold
values that were followed by an HPC application failure. A more accurate event log
about complete hardware failure would be proffered, but this limitation instead lets

1https://slurm.schedmd.com/sacct.html, last accessed in June 2019
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the machine learning method generalize the relation between sensor data and the
logged application failures.

The ok events (batch jobs that completed successfully) were mined with sensor
samples from within successful jobs. The filtering of events is necessary to keep only
those with available timestamps and valid sensor data. The goal is to keep data
from jobs, which can be resumed after a checkpoint due to hardware anomalies.
After filtering only 59,972 ok events and 5,872 failure events remained. Machine
learning methods might traditionally require balancing of training classes to avoid
bias. Balancing was not done due the limited availability of failure events and the
focus of this work on reducing false positive predictions. An unbalanced set of
classes to the positives will favor the reduction of false positive predictions.

In a practical real system there will be more events that have non-failures than there
are failure events. We embrace the inherent class imbalance present in the data
itself to provide the machine learning method with as many non-failure events as
possible. This will allow the NN to skew its classification rates towards properly
identifying negative (non-failures) and reduce the fpr (negatives miss-identified as
positives) in the process. For this reason a ratio of 10 : 1 in favor of non-failure (ok,
negative) events is chosen. If we were to reduce the amount of negative events to
be in equal proportion to positives, the system would tend offer better tpr, but at
the cost of fpr. This method alone will not be sufficient to offer low tpr, but will
certainly help to achieve it.

After obtaining events, the gathered sensor values are transformed into normalized
features from the available time series. The feature normalization is done for a set of
seven basic features that showed promised in early data exploration (see Table 4.3).
No more were added to keep the amount of dimensions and inputs to the NNs low,
since each additional feature would add 10 more inputs to the NN (one per data
log). The features where not automatically learned in order to reduce the training
time of the NNs. If features are learned automatically, the NNs would need to be
deeper to learn them and have longer training times. The basic set of features listed
here also proves to be sufficient in the results.

Each feature is calculated once per time series for a total of 70 normalized values
per compute node.

It is possible to have different feature values by changing the time frame of sensor
data used to calculate them. As time goes on, old sensor values can be discarded
and replaced with newer ones. This creates a sliding window of sensor data that can
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Tab. 4.3: Table showing the features used for each data sample.

Feature

median
minimum

standard deviation
sum of values

variance
maximum

mean

be used to calculate the features in sequence that are fed into the different neural
networks.

4.2.3 Failure Prediction with Neural Networks Ensemble

The main goal of this section is to address the FPP problem by proposing a failure
predictor that can predict as many failure events as possible while maintaining lower
false positive rates than previous works. Machine learning methods with good tpr

rates already exist, but these methods do not solve the false positive problem due to
high false positive rates (see Table 4.1) when combining the prediction of thousands
of nodes. The FPP problem is addressed here by using multiple neural networks
(NN’s) and testing two aggregate voting system to create a failure prediction. Two
aggregate voting systems for the FPS are tested, a manual method where all networks
must agree to produce a positive prediction (unanimous voting), and a machine
learned (RNN) system that classifies all individual NN classifications to predict
a failure. The aggregation of the ensemble classifications into a final prediction
allows the FPS to attain low enough fpr′s so that false alarm predictions trigger
less unnecessary checkpoints. The benefit is a reduced overhead from mitigating
potential failures by reducing the amount of unnecessary ones.

By using this ensemble technique we can train multiple neural networks using
different initial random weights and with different training data sets from the time
shifted features discussed in the previous sub-section. The different datasets are
produced with a sliding window that uses new sensor values as time goes on and
discards old ones. These changing values are then used calculate the features that
become the inputs to the neural networks. This makes it so that each neural network
(NN) in the proposed predictor is trained with samples mined at different lead-up
times (relative to the failure event) in a sequential process.
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The choice of using an ensemble of networks trained for different lead-up times was
done to solve the False Positive Prediction (FPP) problem by having more classifica-
tions. The six different networks are trained to predict failures at lead-up times of
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 minutes. Each NN consists of 70 input neurons that map to the
seven features of the 10 data logs. The NN also have 52 tanh hidden neurons, and
two output neurons for both prediction classes, failure and ok events (non-failure).
The NNs are therefore constructed similarly to mock network in Figure 1.11.

At each prediction the NNs receive a total of four minutes of time series window
data transformed into normalized features (i.e: mean). Every individual network
will attain a good fpr and tpr score by itself, which are competitive with Table 4.1
previous works. Unfortunately individual networks will fail to achieve low enough
probability of triggering an unnecessary migration, as defined in Equation 4.4. This
will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3. The UC is expected to be improved
when using NN predictions using a voting approach where multiple networks must
all agree whether a failure is imminent. This is an ensemble of NNs that should
reduce the UC probability to more manageable ranges.

Unanimous voting FPS
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Fig. 4.4: The first predictor consists of sequential classification NN with up to six networks
using feature-vectors with incremental lead-up times and an all agree voting
system.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the layout of the sequential neural network classification
with unanimous voting to corroborate whether a predicted failure is not a false
positive when an unanimous decision is made. The voting in this example has to be
unanimous before a positive prediction can be made. It is therefore important to
distinguish between intermediate classifications made by individual neural networks
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and the final prediction made by the FPS after voting. A classification sequence
starts by utilizing feature samples (four minutes of original sensor data), which goes
through a network with a lead-up time of seven minutes. Classification continues by
rotating sensor data (add new and dropping old) and feeding it to the next NNs in
the sequence. A new sequence can be started at a rate of 15 seconds and this can be
modified to how far apart final predictions should be. The classification times on
already trained individual networks takes no more than a few hundred milliseconds,
making final predictions within the lead-up times possible.

For a prediction all networks must classify a positive (incoming failure) and effec-
tively unanimously consent on predicting a failure. If at least one network classifies
a negative (no failure detected), the classification sequence is stopped and a final
prediction is emitted indicating that no failure will occur. This way, the number
of false positives is reduced at the cost of true positives. Therefore multiple NN
combine distinct positive classifications into a single positive prediction. After each
final positive prediction of a failure, a total of two minutes of lead-up time (using six
networks) for checkpointing is available for mitigation procedures like checkpoints.
This lead-up time is enough to trigger and perform a checkpoint according to rele-
vant works [122, 124]. The unanimous voting mechanism might be too strict of a
heuristic, so a learned approach using a recurrent neural network is tried next.

Machine Learned voting FPS
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Fig. 4.5: The second predictor consists of sequential classification NN with up to six net-
works and a final recurrent neural network that aggregates the results from
previous neural networks for a final prediction. This method is meant to improve
the classification rates.
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Figure 4.5 illustrates the layout of the same previous ensemble predictor, but with
a final aggregate recurrent neural network that learns the sequence of positive
classifications from previous networks and does a final prediction. This final RNN
replaces the unanimous consensus voting system and is better able to aggregate the
individual classifications of time shifted data and produce better classification rates.
Unlike the previous FPS with unanimous voting where less networks can be used,
this learned voting needs all six networks as inputs for the RNN. The RNN is trained
with the outputs of all the NNi networks as samples and the expected event type
(ok, failure) as labels. This allows the RNN to learn which NNi are mistaken with
false positives and produce a better voting system with better final rates.

We emphasize that no specific binary classification method is required for the indi-
vidual classification steps in the sequence. Different methods tailored for different
input data types could be used to neural networks shown here. This could include
ML methods tailored for ECC errors or sensors of accelerators. A mixture of methods
could also be used at different lead-up times. This work uses neural networks out of
convenience and ease of implementation with standard tools. Other ML methods
might have worse or better performance in terms of traditional metrics, but neural
networks allows us to have an ensemble where each NN has different training sets.

It is also important to note that the specific failure prediction results presented in
this work are representative only of the MOGON I HPC system. Nevertheless the
method is not restricted to the underlying hardware and could be applicable to other
types of failures or HPC systems, but the final trained networks are only predicting
failures for the system from which the data was sampled.
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Fig. 4.6: Example deployment of the NN predictor warning of node-level failures in an HPC
system running multi-node user jobs.
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Figure 4.6 shows how to deploy one predictor on individual nodes of an HPC system.
Two distinct predictors are shown for an x86 system and an accelerator system.
The figure shows two distinct jobs running on their own set of nodes. Checkpoint
frameworks like LAM/MPI, Berkeley (BLCR) and Scalable Checkpoint/Restart (SCR)
[145, 146, 147] can be invoked to produce a checkpoint when an imminent failure
is predicted at a node. A positive prediction on any node of a job will trigger a
checkpoint. The number of nodes in the system or job does not limit the ability to
predict failures for each independent node, but does affect how many events are
triggered based on the fpr and tpr as described by the UC probability.

4.3 Evaluation and results

All the used time series data and job traces were processed using the RRDtool [148]
version 1.5 and python 2.7 with the libraries tsfresh, numpy, and pybrain [149].
The failure prediction system was created using the layouts shown in Section 4.2.3
with six networks classifying event for lead-up times of two to seven minutes. Two
voting systems are tested, unanimous voting, and machine learned voting. From the
MOGONI HPC system at the JGU [150], 59,972 ok events and 5,872 failure events
were mined. The data sets were split into a training, validation, and final testing
sets. The data sets are class imbalanced in favor of ok events to favor their correct
identification and diminish false positives. For each corresponding lead-up time (see
Figure 4.4), the corresponding training set was used to train the networks and the
performance of each network was evaluated with the validation set. Monte Carlo
(MC) cross-validation (see k-fold cross-validation [34, 35]) was used in the training
of the neural networks.

All feed forward networks were trained in a supervised fashion using the data
samples and their labels. All neural networks were trained independently, meaning
that their training sets originate from the sliding window of features, making the
data different. The neural networks for different lead-up times are basic feed
forward networks and the learned neural network voting system uses an LSTM
neural network. The base feed forward neural networks consist of 70 input neurons,
52 hidden neurons, and two normalized outputs where the probability of failure
and non-failure add up to 1. These base NNs are used in both the all-agree voting
predictor and as inputs for the aggregate LSTM voting neural network predictor. The
LSTM therefore consists of six inputs (one per base NN), 4 hidden neurons and two
output neurons. The base NNs where trained using back propagation (BP) and the
recurrent LSTM networks using back propagation through time (BPTT) as provided
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by pybrain. The LSTM RNN used 60% of the samples (NNs outputs are the inputs)
for training and 40% for validation. These are all standard training algorithms that
were used as present in the pybrain platform. The implementation is not dependent
on the machine learning platform and could be re-done in other architectures like
Tensorflow [151], Pytorch [152] or Keras [153].

As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, the prediction of failures is done at the final predic-
tion made by the FPS and classification is only the intermediate result produced by
each NN.

4.3.1 Failure prediction metrics

In this section we present the classical prediction performance of the unanimous
voting FPS as the number of NN’s used in the classification increases to six. We
also explore the learned voting mechanism to improve the rates and UC probability.
The predictors use feed forward neural networks to classify samples of features into
failure and ok events. The features correspond to time series data offset with a
different lead-up time. The voting mechanism then takes the classifications and
performs a final prediction.

Figure 4.7 shows three sample logarithmic ROC curves for the first, third, and last
neuronal networks and the classification rates of the argmax decision function for
the first network too. Each NN was set to classify using an argmax decision function
from the two outputs neurons. This decision function offers only a fixed set of rates
unlike the hand tuned rates that can be achieved using the ROC curve. The argmax
decision function offered better false positive rates and usable true positive rates in
comparison to any possible choice in the ROC threshold curve. This is particular to
these trained NNs and not a general case. In fact, the LSTM recurrent neural network
used for voting later will use ROC tuning to choose a threshold for classification.
The ROC threshold curves show that to achieve a tpr over 0.75, a fpr of at least
0.01 has to be paid as a consequence. In comparison a basic argmax of both output
neurons improves the classification to an fpr of 0.0027 with a tpr of 0.8461 for
the first networks. All other feed forward networks have the same be behavior and
use the argmax decision method for classification before doing a final prediction
through voting. The quality of these networks is good enough that they can be used
as part of the ensemble for voting on a final prediction. Next we discuss how the
rates change by voting through an increased amount of networks.
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0.0027, 0.8461

Fig. 4.7: ROC plots for networks 1,3,6 and the classification rates for network 1 when using
argmax as a classification decision function.

Unanimous voting FPS

Figure 4.8 shows how the classical prediction metrics change for an increasing
number of NNs. Each rate value represents the prediction rate for a sequence of n
networks (up to six) where all networks must agree that a classification is a true
failure before final prediction of the failure. The values for a single (1*) network are
equivalent to a traditional approach binary classification using one neural network
(non-ensemble). Adding more networks to the sequence requires more positive
classifications for a final positive prediction. The fpr term is important for the
reduction of false positives that influence unnecessary checkpoints. The fpr value
is reduced by an order of magnitude when using six networks compared to a single
network, which allows the FPS to better cope with the FPP problem better.

The recall rate (tpr) determines how many failures are correctly predicted, and
in this approach it shows a reduction from 0.8461 to 0.6918 for six networks. This
is expected, as the ability to correctly predict failures declines as more networks
are added and required to agree. Not all networks agree because they were each
trained with a unique time shifted set of sensor values. The reduction in tpr is
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Fig. 4.8: Prediction rates fpr, tpr, tnr, fnr after evaluating all networks (up to six) using
the proposed prediction procedure.

the result of the unanimous consensus requirement because the more networks are
required to classify their sample as positive, the lower the probability that all will
do so. This reduction can be controlled by limiting the amount of networks used.
The FPS does a final negative prediction as soon as an intermediate network in the
sequence classifies a negative, regardless of how many other positives classification
happened, which in turn increases the negative rates tnr and fnr. These tnr

increases inversely to the fpr and the fnr increases from 15.39% to 30.82% as the
tpr decreases.

The next rates of interest are the precision and the false discovery rate (fdr)
(1− precision) from Figure 4.9. The precision increased from 96.55% to 99.70% at
six networks and the fdr decreased by an order of magnitude to 0.30%. This shows
that adding more networks leads to reduced false positive rates. This precision value
is also competitive against the ML method [108] of Table 4.1.

Any event classified as negative within any network immediately drops out of the
classification sequence because a single negative vote is enough to not consider the
final prediction as positive. This is done to reduce the amount of false positives. The
probability of ok events still being considered in the network sequence decreases
after each classification. This is consistent with the fdr rate in Figure 4.9.
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Fig. 4.9: Precision and false discovery rate fdr = (1− precision) after sequence lengths of
up to six networks.

As discussed previously, the classical metrics shown above are not enough to evaluate
the quality of an FPS for big HPC jobs due to the amount of false positives that would
be triggered when applying a predictor to each HPC node in a parallel application.
To account for this, the fpr and tnr need to be combined using Equations 4.4 and
4.2.

Unanimous voting UC metric

Here we evaluate the UC metric for HPC failure prediction systems as introduced
in Section 4.1.4. This metric shows the theoretical probability of triggering an
unnecessary checkpoint for a specific job size given an FPS. The more nodes, the
more FPS constantly predict. If an HPC job uses thousands of nodes, the probability
of at least one FPS producing a false alarm increases. The UC metric accounts for at
least one FPS in n nodes producing a false positive from the encountered data values.
The false positive P (f+) and true negative P (t−) probabilities are set according to
the results already shown and we present the UC value according to the encounter
probabilities from Equation 4.1. The values are estimated using the fpr from the
previous section and the P (K) and P (E) of Section 4.1.

Figure 4.10 shows the decreasing UC probabilities for up to 6 networks where each
count in the x-axis requires all previous networks to agree on failure predictions.
The work from Klinkenberg et al. [108] at the RWTH is shown in dashed lines
for comparison; it has a constant false positive rate and therefore a constant UC

probability. The first notable feature is that the UC probabilities decrease with
the amount of networks in the ensemble. When only one network is used, all
node counts shown have UC probabilities higher than 50%. The 256 node count
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Fig. 4.10: Calculated UC probability for the ensemble NN predictor of up to six NNs.

is reduced to 20.26% at two NNs and 1,024 is reduced to 42.10% at three NNs.
Probabilities bellow 50% have unnecessary checkpoints for less than half of all
predictions. The 2,048 line is the highest node count that is bellow the 50% is line
at a UC probability of 33.62% and with six NNs. The 256 node count has only a
4.99% UC probability, making it very good for failure prediction at the same NN
amount. Unfortunately the 4,096 node count can only be reduced to 55.94% when
using six neural networks. Although the ensemble method is able to reduce the UC

value with more networks, the method hits a limit after 2,048 nodes (see 4,096).

Overall, the more nodes in failure prediction, the higher the UC value across the
network counts becomes. It is also the case that having more networks lowers the
probability of unnecessarily triggering checkpoints. The FPS is then able to reduce
the UC probability of up to 2,048 nodes to a value of 33.62% with six networks.

Machine learned voting FPS

This second FPS replaces the unanimous voting with a recurrent long short term
memory (LSTM) network. Changing the all-agree voting method in the predictor to
a recurrent neural network can improve the UC value to usable rates from 2,048
to 8,192 nodes. Unlike the previous FPS, the RNN requires that all input NNs be
present. Otherwise a new RNN would have to be trained for every permutation of
basic NNs. The ROC and UC plots shown here are representative of an RNN with
six NN inputs.
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Fig. 4.11: ROC curves for an RNN voting FPS with six NN as inputs. Subplot a) shows a
traditional ROC plot, b) an area of interest where the slope changes, and c) a
logarithm scale version.

Figure 4.11 shows the ROC curve for the RNN voting FPS in three different ways.
The good quality of the RNN is clear from sub-Figure a) where the curve has a sharp
climb to 1.0 at low fpr. Zooming in with sub-Figure b) the curve change becomes
more clear. An optimal classifier would have an ROC curve with a straight sharp
right angle corner from 0 −→ 1.0. Sub-Figure c) can be used to better help choose
an optimal threshold in the ROC curve. The separation between the very low fpr

values is more clear and the step wise change in them is also more pronounced.
The steps are caused by the decreasing threshold (towards the right of the x-axis)
that allows more events to be considered as positive, the further it is decreased.
As it changes, more samples are considered positive, both false and true positives,
increasing the fpr and tpr too. The first set of points that climb vertically around
0.00004 shows that the initial threshold reduction adds more true positives and no
false positives. Only after jumping horizontally from the set of points at 0.00004
to the point 0.00008, false positives start being included by the threshold decision
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function. Based on this information, the decision threshold of the voting LSTM RNN
is chosen so that the fpr and tpr are 0.00004 and 0.7448 respectively. Choosing
the first point in the curve of c) would yield too low of a tpr for the same fpr,
and choosing the second point would increase the tpr, but also increase the fpr to
0.00008.

Fig. 4.12: UC probability for the FPS using an ensemble of six NNs and unanimous voting,
the FPS using the LSTM RNN voting, and the best HPC work ([108]) from
Table 4.1.

Figure 4.12 shows the probability of unnecessary checkpoints (UC) for three sys-
tems, the unanimous voting FPS, the LSTM RNN voting FPS, and the best alternative
HPC work from Table 4.1. The Figure depicts the continuously increasing UC prob-
ability for node counts up to 218. Node counts are shown in powers of two because
they are the most common HPC allocations at the MOGON HPC systems. For each
system three data labels are shown at bellow 5%, around 30% and around 50%. The
first set of labels at 5% shows the node count at which the FPS are very effective and
with low unnecessary checkpoints, the second around 30% the point where it is still
usable (one third of predictions being false positives), and the 50% shows where half
of predictions are wrong and the system might be considered unusable. The RWTH
system is effective at 32 nodes and quickly raises in UC probability to 32.95% at
256 nodes and becoming unusable at 512 nodes. In contrast the unanimous voting
FPS keeps bellow 5% up to 256 nodes and only reaches 33.61% at 2,048 nodes. It
becomes unusable at twice the node amount of 4,096. The LSTM RNN voting FPS
improves the UC probability further by staying bellow 5% up to 1,024 nodes, only
reaching 28.93% at 8,192 nodes, and being unusable at 16,384 nodes.
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The reduction of the fpr clearly improves the UC probability and allows FPS to
be used a much bigger systems. Unfortunately node counts above 214 still remain
unusable with an FPS at these rates. Alternative approaches can be used to further
improve the UC probability across all nodes within an HPC job. One could screen
nodes for failures first, and only deploy the FPS after at least one failure is recorded.
This might reduce the amount of FPS needed and allow for greater node counts, but
would only work at the beginning lifetime of the HPC system. As more nodes tends
to fail, more FPS will be needed to avoid further failures and more nodes will need
an FPS, reaching high node counts in the process. Overall the presented ensemble
based FPS could be used at node counts up to 8,192 by itself.

4.3.2 Discussion of the results

High Performance Systems keep growing with an increasing amount of components
and a higher risk of failures as a result. Machine learning classifiers can use hardware
data and past failure events of HPC jobs to predict incoming failures. This chapter
introduced the failure prediction problem and showed how HPC failure predic-
tors systems struggle to attain low enough false positive rates. This is important for
FPS’s that predict on thousands of nodes, where a single predicted failure warning
should trigger a mitigation event like checkpoints on demand. If the fpr is not
low enough, too many mitigation events would be triggered, leading to a waste of
computational resources.

The chapter also proposed two FPS capable of predicting HPC job failures with
usable true positive and false positive rates. The failure predictors are successful
in classifying normalized time series of sensor data into failure and ok-state events
of batch system jobs. The training data of failing events was mined by combining
hardware sensors and job failure logs. The predictors manage to use this training to
classify the events by using an ensemble of sequential neural networks that perform
a voting procedure. Each network is trained with a different sliding window of data
and the ensemble manages to reduce the false positive rates. The first FPS uses
unanimous voting and the second FPS a recurrent neural network for voting. The
second predictor is our proposed solution to reducing unnecessary checkpoints at
nodes up to 8,192.

The tpr of the second failure predictor with RNN voting is competitive with existing
ML approaches (see Table 4.1) and it can significantly outperform the existing
methods based on the fpr and the UC probabilities. The main drawback of such
an ensemble methods is that the tpr (recall) decreases alongside with the desired
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fpr, if more NNs are used. As more NNs are used, more positives votes are required
to predict a failure. This lowers the desired positive rates given by tpr and fpr.
A better system would maintain a high true positive rate tpr to predict as many
failures as possible. The RNN voting predictor achieved good UC values of 28.93%
for 8,192 nodes, but was insufficient for 16,384 nodes at a UC value of 49.49%. All
UC values are all nevertheless better than existing previous works. The tpr was
good at 74.48%, which allows it to still predict a good amount of failures.

The RNN voting FPS presented in this chapter can be used to predict incoming
failures with lead-up times big enough to trigger mostly necessary checkpoints. The
ensemble of neural networks used could be complemented with extra and distinct
classifiers for each lead-up time. This could reduce false positive rates even further.
Other approaches like only using FPS in failure prone hardware could also be used
to further improve the UC values.
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Conclusion and future
work

5

This thesis proposed three different approaches to improve utilization of resources
in HPC systems by reducing waste. The first method uses a scheduling heuristic
to co-allocate good pairs of parallel user applications to the same set of compute
nodes. This in turn reduces the time needed to complete equivalent computational
workloads by utilizing otherwise unused resources and saturating computational
pipelines. The second technique proposes a novel algorithm that computes optimal
checkpoint intervals for user programs with medium to low failure probabilities.
These are job aware checkpoint intervals that reduce the overhead of performing
checkpoints, leading to saved computational resources. The third and final approach
presents a failure prediction system of incoming failures that can be used to improve
the rate of triggering only necessary preemptive checkpoints. This failure predictor
manages to offer good prediction rates, while keeping the amount of false failure
alarms lower than previous works. The reduced false alarm rates save resources that
would otherwise be used to perform unnecessary checkpoints.

Each Chapter can be summarized in more detail as follows:

Co-allocation: To study the benefits of co-allocation in Chapter 2 we tested vari-
ous HPC job co-allocation techniques and implemented them in the SLURM batch
scheduling algorithms to study the effects on application and batch system perfor-
mance. We used five parallel MPI applications of the NERSC application set and a
modified SLURM batch system for the scheduling experiments using backfill and a
first-fit approach. The evaluation showed that batch scheduling combined with a
co-allocation heuristic yields better computational and scheduling efficiencies than
traditional exclusive allocation. On average, the computational efficiency improved
by 13% and 19% and the scheduling efficiency of 22.5% and 25.2% for backfill and
first fit respectively. Another finding was that the co-allocation effects are dependent
on the pairing of applications, with specific ones yielding significant improvements.
This knowledge was used to create a co-allocation heuristic that allows distinct
applications to share nodes.
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For future work the co-allocation heuristic showed evidence that a pairing matrix
could be generated with a multi-class machine learning classifier that would associate
potential pairs with discrete interference classes. Further studies into co-allocation
of heterogeneous resources like GPUs and CPUs could also be done.

Aware checkpoint intervals: In Chapter 3 we proposed a new checkpoint interval
method for jobs with medium to low failure probabilities (MPF) that was able
to reduce the loss of computations in case of failures. We discussed how the
runtime overhead of checkpointing depends on the interval used and how previous
optimization studies have focused on jobs with a high probability of failure, e.g.,
long-running jobs that use a large part of the HPC system. The observations in
the chapter showcased that jobs with a medium probability of failure (MPF) are
common and that current approaches to interval determination fail to consider them.
We therefore proposed an MPF job aware method for finding the checkpointing
interval that minimizes the expected cost of checkpointing for jobs with a medium
probability of failure. The aware method also arrives at the classical solutions of
Daly for jobs with a high probability of failure. Another benefit is that the approach
is independent of a specific failure distribution in the HPC system. The method
improved previous works by using truncated moments and weighted costs to achieve
accurate estimates of costs. The experiments shown use real job traces of four
HPC systems, five alternative checkpoint methods, two failure distributions and
six failure parameters. The savings for individual MPF jobs reached up to 40% of
the checkpointing cost average. The four HPC systems studied showed cumulative
checkpoint savings (of all jobs) from 7.1% to 25.7% when considering Weibull
failures and between 7.3% to 27.5% for Poisson failures. The Mogon II HPC system
was shown to experience average savings across methods with 18.1% checkpoint
cost savings followed by the LANL Mustang system with 13.0% savings. The LANL
Atlas and Curie HPC systems had 9.0% and 10.5% savings respectively. Finally the
proposed method had savings between 6.0% and 26.6% when using inaccurate
MTBF values, a scenario most common where accurate failure data is unavailable.

For future work it would be possible to extend the MPF aware checkpoints with
knowledge of failure predictor systems. This would produce checkpoint intervals that
guard applications together with FPS by taking into account failure and prediction
probabilities. Furthermore, more data could be gathered about the failure charac-
teristics of individual job types to incorporate it into more specialized checkpoint
intervals.

Failure prediction: In Chapter 4 we improved upon failure prediction systems
in HPC by reducing the high false positive rates that would otherwise produce
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excessive unnecessary overhead from checkpoints. This unnecessary checkpoint
overhead was described with the false positive prediction problem and represented
with a new metric UC that represents the probability of unnecessarily triggering
checkpoints. The proposed failure prediction system uses a series of independently
trained neural networks that issue a vote for failure prediction. Two voting systems
were tested, first with unanimous voting by all networks, and a second machine
learned recurrent neural network voting system for better rates. The UC metric is
significantly reduced in comparison to previous works by forcing each network to
agree using the first consensus method. The second approach further reduces the
UC metric to thousands of nodes. The methods were trained and evaluated using
a real HPC system with significant failure events. The evaluation showed that the
FPS with RNN learned voting is able to reduce the UC probability for 8,192 nodes
to 28.93% using six neural networks as input for voting. It also achieves a lead-up
time of two minutes, a true positive rate of 0.7448, a false positive rate of 0.00004,
and a precision rate of 0.9992.

In future work other methods could be tested to reduce the fpr further. Recurrent
neural networks could be given the sensor time series data as direct input to learn
the features automatically. This would produce a big LSTM network that would need
a more powerful framework to train, but could also re-produce the here presented
results. Alternatively, the trained networks could be test in a different system to
explore the quality of failure prediction when the target hardware is not the same as
the original.
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